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SUMMARY 

 

Numerous applications in the present day ranging from testing humidity in air to 

detecting miniscule quantities of potentially hazardous chemical and biological agents in 

the air or water supplies require the development of chemical sensors capable of analyte 

detection with high sensitivity and selectively. Further, it has become desirable to create 

lab-on-chip systems that can detect multiple chemical agents and allow for sampling and 

testing of environments at locations distant from conventional laboratory facilities. 

Current challenges in this area include design, development and characterization of low 

detection limit sensors, development of low-noise readout methods, positive 

identification of analytes and, identification and reduction of the effect of various noise 

sources - both intrinsic and extrinsic to the sensor.  

The current work examines the performance limits of a 10-cantilever 

piezoresistive microcantilever array (PµCA) sensor. The microcantilevers measure 

analyte concentration in terms of the surface stress associated with analyte binding to the 

functionalized cantilever surface. 

The design, fabrication, characterization and testing of this measurement platform 

is presented. A novel aspect of the sensors developed is the use of n-type doping which 

increases the sensitivity of the device by one order of magnitude. In addition, design rules 

for surface stress-based chemical sensors have been developed. Extensive thermal 

characterization of the piezoresistive microcantilevers has been performed for DC and 

AC electrical excitation and values of heat transfer coefficient for the associated 

microscale phenomena are reported.  
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Further, a method of low-noise measurement of cantilever resistance has been 

developed based on phase-sensitive detection techniques and this has been integrated 

with a multiplexing circuit to measure piezoresistance change in multiple cantilevers.  

Finally, the two novel techniques of chemical sensing- double-sided sensing and 

thermal array-based sensing have been investigated. These methods are presented as a 

means of extending the applicability and functionality of piezoresistive microcantilever 

sensors for chemical sensing. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Equation Chapter 1 Section 1 
As human society grows in size and complexity, so does the need to keep all its 

technological elements functioning effectively. Failure to do so can adversely affect 

millions of lives.  Sensors and sensor systems are used to monitor almost every aspect of 

human activity and our immediate environment. In today’s world, monitoring the quality 

of air, water and our food supplies is of vital importance. Also, with industrial products 

forming the backbone of society, industrial monitoring systems are also crucial. This has 

become particularly true given the tremendous potential that industrials system have for 

damage to human life and the environment [1, 2]. Further, our endeavors to expand the 

horizons of human knowledge outwards, in the area of space exploration, and inwards, in 

the areas of diagnostics, genetics and drug delivery, require specialized sensing systems. 

More recently terrorism and security concerns have created a great urgency in the search 

for better and more versatile chemical sensing systems.  

This dissertation discusses issues related to chemical sensing in fluids. Such 

sensor systems are also referred to as the electronic nose (for vapor phase detection) and 

the electronic tongue (for liquid phase detection) [3]. The requirements of a ‘good 

chemical sensor’ are as follows: 

1. Ability to measure in a variety of media: Potential applications for these sensors 

range from analysis of air and water quality, monitoring of food quality, in vitro 

monitoring of human health and medical diagnostics. Hence sensors that are able to 

perform equally well in all fluid environments are desirable. Also this requirement 

implies that the sensor is compatible with these environments.   

2. Ability to detect multiple analytes simultaneously: In most potential applications for 

chemical sensors, sampling is to be done at the site of investigation. Due to the relatively 

simple sample preparation operations possible in field studies, in vitro diagnostics, etc., 

the sensor has to able to differentiate between and measure different analytes 

concentrations present in the sample.   
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3. Label-free detection: In numerous detection schemes, the analyte is ‘labeled’ with a 

fluorescent, chemiluminescent or radioactive marker. Measurement of analyte 

concentration is achieved by measuring the concentration of the marker bound on the 

sensor via the analyte binding mechanism. However labeling can be a very complex and 

analyte-specific process. Hence sample preparation is extensive and these methods are 

not amenable to most field applications. Methods of detection that do not require labeling 

of the analyte are preferred.   

4. High sensitivity: High device sensitivity coupled with low noise in the measurement 

allows for low detection limit measurement of analyte concentration. While this is not 

required for most commonplace applications such as measurement of air and water 

quality, with issues of national security and bioterrorism (associated with low detection-

limit measurement of chemical and biohazards) growing in importance, development of 

versatile sensors with high sensitivity is essential. 

5. High selectivity: Selectivity is a crucial issue with sensor devices. Most sensors 

respond to numerous analytes in the same way. Sensors that allow for positive 

identification of specific analytes are required.   

6. Portability and low-power operation: These are twin requirements that have driven 

research in the direction of microscale sensors. The need for field measurements 

necessitates portable sensors with self-contained power, sampling, measurement and 

readout units. Simple detection schemes with limited hardware requirements are key to 

achieving these needs. 

7. Robustness: Robust sensor design that allows for accurate measurements in different 

environmental conditions such as variation in temperature, fluid properties, vibration, etc. 

is desirable.  

8. Low-cost: Cost of a chemical sensor depends on cost of manufacture (fabrication 

facilities, complexity of the device, cost of raw materials and labor), cost of use (need to 

simple or extensive instrumentation) and reusability of the sensor. All three are important 

considerations in the design of any chemical sensor.   
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1.1 Micro Total Analysis Systems 

Chemical analysis systems, today, are a broad class of sensors systems for 

detection of different classes of measurands and are based on diverse principles of 

measurement. Detection of the chosen analyte involves operations starting with sample 

preparation and ending in data representation. Gas chromatography [4] and mass 

spectrometry [5] are two commonly used techniques that allow for accurate and highly 

sensitive analyte detection and measurement. However these traditional systems tend to 

be large. In recent years portability has also become an important design requirement for 

this class of sensors, with the need to make measurements at locations far from 

conventional laboratory facilities. Hence there is a growing interest in miniaturizing 

existing chemical analysis systems and developing new and novel ones [6, 7]. These 

systems are referred to as ‘micro total analysis systems’ (μTAS). 

It has often been said that science fiction has a habit of turning into scientific fact. 

This has happened at a growing pace in recent years. Gene Rodenberry’s breakthrough 

science fiction in the 1960s, Star Trek, introduced the tricorder to the world. This was a 

portable, handheld device that could perform simultaneous chemical, radiation and 

biological scans in a given area.     

 
Figure 1.1 The tricorder from the TV series Star Trek [8]. This handheld device could be 
used for chemical, radiation and biological sensing. 
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While in the 1960s this was merely a figment of human imagination, interest in 

the creation of real micro total analysis systems or ‘lab-on-chip systems’ that can perform 

label-free detection of multiple chemical or biological agents, in a variety of analytes in 

different media, has grown manifold in recent years. Some of the best known μTASs are 

the MicroChemLab™ developed at Sandia National Laboratories for detection of 

chemical and biological toxins [9] and the SniffEX™ developed at Oak Ridge National 

Laboratories for explosive detection [10]. 

1.1.1 Elements of a μTAS  

R
eadout

Analyte

Injection System

Preconcentrator

Separator D
etectorA

nalyte
B

inder

 
Figure 1.2 Components of a micro total analysis system (μTAS).  

The functional elements comprising a μTAS are shown in Figure 1.2. Injection 

and flow control in the system is achieved by one of a variety of pumping mechanisms 

(off-chip liquid chromatography pumps, electroosmotic pumps, AC 

magnetohydrodynamic pumps, resistive heating-based pumps, centrifugal pumps, 

piezoelectric pumps, etc.) and microvalves. Preconcentration of the analyte is required to 

ensure that the concentration is within the detector’s dynamic range of operation. 

Currently there are two classes of detectors- ones that are targeted to detection of a single 
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analyte from an analyte mixture and others that respond to multiple analytes in a mixture. 

Since the first class of sensors is analyte-specific, no separation of the analyte from the 

mixture is required. The second class of sensors, however, requires means of isolation of 

each analyte to be detected. While the preconcentrator and separator have been shown as 

separate units, some systems use chromatography, electrophoresis, magnetic [7], 

temperature gradient focusing [11], etc. to perform one or both functions. Systems with 

analyte-specific detection systems, in theory, do not need separation system. However, 

for practical systems, purification of the sampled analyte mixture to remove ions, 

molecules and particles that might result in erroneous measurement is desirable.  

1.1.2 Sensors and Selectivity 

At the heart of the μTAS is the sensor/detector. The options for chemical 

detection systems employed in a μTAS are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. The 

method and nature of detection often limits the media in which sensors may be deployed 

as well as the limits of detection.  

A very important aspect of sensing systems is selectivity. This refers to the ability 

of the sensor to detect a single analyte or a class of analytes from a mix of systems. This 

is typically a function of the selective coating or ‘analyte-binder’ on the sensor. Currently 

work suggests that finding selective coatings for each individual analyte is both 

extremely difficult and impractical. The use of sensor arrays to measure analytes wherein 

each sensor of the array is coated or ‘functionalized’ with a different binder allows for 

measurement of a chemical signature associated with each analyte [12]. Another method 

of improving selectivity of current sensor systems is to add orthogonal sensors to the 

system that allow for measurement of multiple measurands [13]. The system can then 

measure multiple physical or chemical properties associated with the analyte and 

identification and measurement of the analyte can be carried out based on a lookup table 

prepared using a calibrated sample. Thus the use of sensor arrays can enhance the 

specificity of current sensing systems. 
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1.2 Microcantilever Chemical Sensors 

Microcantilevers are an extremely simple yet versatile class of sensors. All 

measurements made with cantilever sensors revolve around static bending or 

measurement of resonant frequency of the cantilever. Microcantilever sensors have been 

applied to measurement of mechanical, electrical, electrochemical, chemical, thermal and 

electromagnetic properties and phenomena.  

Microcantilever sensors are also an excellent platform for chemical and 

biochemical detection [14]. Since the demonstration of the high sensitivity of 

microcantilevers, by Thundat et al. [15] and Barnes et al. [16], they have been applied to 

the detection of a variety of analytes. Two possible modes of cantilever operation are 

possible- dynamic and static. This work utilizes the latter by measuring out-of-plane 

cantilever deflection resulting from surface stress associated with the interaction of the 

analyte with a ‘functionalized’ cantilever surface. Functionalization refers to the 

modification of the microcantilever surface so as to allow for selective binding to specific 

analytes. Every binding event is associated with a change in Gibbs free energy that in 

turn results in a change in surface stress (related by the Shuttleworth equation, refer § 

2.2.1). Hence measurement of surface stress may be used a definitive means of detection 

and measurement of analytes.   

1.2.1 Piezoresistive Microcantilever Surface Stress Sensing 

Neutral Axis

TTLLR
R σπσπ +=

Δ

 
Figure 1.3 Scheme of surface stress detection with a piezoresistive microcantilever. Lπ  
and Tπ  are the piezoresistive coefficient of the piezoresistor in the longitudinal and 
transverse direction. Generally the longitudinal direction is taken along the axis of the 
cantilever.  
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The cantilever bending due to surface stress on the cantilever can be measured 

using a variety of detection methods (refer § 2.3). Most methods infer surface stress from 

the measured cantilever tip deflection using simple beam theory [17]. Piezoresistive 

detection is different from methods such as optical and capacitive detection in that 

surface stress may be measured directly. The schematic in Figure 1.3 demonstrates how 

surface stress on the cantilever results in stress in the piezoresistor and a change in 

piezoresistance. In a cantilever with a piezoresistive strain gage (resistance, R ) the 

surface stress ( surface stressσ ) may be related to the change in piezoresistance ( sRΔ ) by the 

surface stress sensitivity ( cantileverS ) by 

s

cantilever surface stress
R S
R

σΔ
=     (1.1)   

 

 
Figure 1.4 Reference cantilevers allow for filtering of noise in the measurement. The 
analyte binds selectively to the functionalized cantilever on the left. No binding takes 
place on the reference cantilever on the right. 
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Thus piezoresistive microcantilevers can be used to investigate surface stresses 

due to analyte interaction directly. Further, since the piezoresistor is built into the 

cantilever, fluid properties (optical, dielectric, viscosity, etc.) do not limit detection in 

environments such as blood, ionic solvents, etc. 

Typically a second cantilever is used in conjunction with the functionalized 

cantilever. This does not interact with the analyte and acts as a reference cantilever and 

helps filter thermomechanical noise in the measurement (Figure 1.4). 

1.3 Scope Of This Dissertation 

For effective use of microcantilevers as chemical or biochemical sensors, both a 

sensitive, well-characterized platform for measurement and an analyte-specific, 

functionalized cantilever surface are required. This work details the design and 

development of the former. While understanding of piezoresistive microcantilever- based 

chemical and biochemical sensors has progressed significantly, numerous questions 

related to sensor design, operation and application remain unanswered that need to be 

addressed adequately to be able to fully assess their potential. Further cantilever-based 

chemical sensors are one element of a huge class of chemical sensors available today. It 

is extremely likely that other types of sensors are better suited for certain applications. 

Hence understanding the limits of performance and operation of piezoresistive 

microcantilever arrays will create benchmarks that allow for comparison with other 

sensor systems. 

Some design choices were made at the very outset of this work. A piezoresistive 

microcantilever array design was chosen over the other modes of signal readout to ensure 

operation was not limited by fluid properties (refer § 2.3.2). Also, the fabrication issues 

with construction of optical, capacitive, magnetic and electron tunneling devices make 

these less attractive options for signal readout.   

1.3.1 Motivation for Study 

Based on the survey of literature in the area, the following issues merit further 

investigation: 
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• Design: A majority of current endeavors in design of piezoresistive cantilevers for 

surface stress sensing are based on designs of AFM based cantilevers and are not 

optimized for surface stress measurements. This is party true because no broad rules 

for design of surface stress sensitive cantilevers exist. Also material design for 

surface stress sensing issues has not been given much importance in existing work. 

• Thermal characterization: No work exists on thermal issues associated with 

piezoresistive cantilevers for surface stress measurement. Piezoresistive 

microcantilevers can be used as a calibrated thermal array for chemical sensing. 

However no studies on this area exist. Also, thermal noise issues in piezoresistive 

measurement have been addressed incorrectly thus far.    

• Measurement techniques: All current work in literature relies on DC measurement of 

resistance. AC resistance measurement for low-noise piezoresistive surface stress 

measurement merits study.  

• Alternative schemes of measurement: Work by Rasmussen et al. [18] suggests that 

alternative schemes of measurement may be applied to surface stresses measurement 

with piezoresistive microcantilevers. No further work has been reported on this issue. 

The idea of double-sided surface stress sensing, design for such cantilevers and 

potential applications are examined in this work.  

1.3.2 Research Objectives 

Several important questions remain unanswered in the area of microcantilever-

based sensing. These are related to the twin aspects of piezoresistive microcantilever-

based surface stress sensors: 

• Design, fabrication, characterization and operation of the piezoresistive 

microcantilever transducer 

• Design of the surface functionalization that results in high analyte specificity and 

results in large surface stress in these systems.  

This work deals with the first. The objectives of this work, then, are: 

1. To design and fabricate a highly sensitive piezoresistive microcantilever-based 

chemical sensing platform for chemical sensing applications. 
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2. To characterize the electrical, mechanical and thermal behavior of the piezoresistive 

microcantilever array. 

3. To evolve rules for design and operation of this sensor platform to achieve higher 

measurement sensitivity and low-noise measurement. 

4. To investigate new schemes of sensing with existing piezoresistive microcantilever 

systems with a view to enhance the measurement sensitivity and functionality of the 

piezoresistive microcantilever array. 

1.4 Structure Of The Thesis 

This thesis consists of four major components- design, process development and 

fabrication, characterization and finally testing of the PμCA. Chapter 1 has introduced 

the motivation, needs and direction of the current work.  

Chapter 2 discusses to background to chemical sensor systems and cantilever-

based chemical sensors in particular. Also it serves to justify some of the initial design 

choices made in this work. 

Issues related to design of the PμCA have been taken up in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Chapter 3 takes up the discussion of material related issues in design of the piezoresistive 

microcantilevers and noise in the microcantilever and design for the same is discussed. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to geometric design issues in the microcantilever. A new model for 

surface stress detection is presented here and this has been used to devise design rules for 

surface stress based cantilever sensors. This chapter proposes an optimal design for the 

piezoresistive microcantilever based on sensitivity and signal-to-noise considerations. 

Considerations for design of microfluidics in the system are presented here.  

Chapter 5 presents the fabrication of the PμCA. Process development, fabrication 

problems and their solutions, and fabrication results. In order to preserve the continuity of 

this chapter, details of several standard and non-standard processes and other processing 

related details have been omitted from the chapter. These have been compiled, instead, 

and presented in Appendix B.    

Chapter 6 discusses the mechanical and thermal characterization of the PμCA. 

This analysis forms the basis of choice of measurement conditions used in this work. 
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Chapter 7 presents the methods used in work for electrical measurement and the 

flow system used to expose the PμCA to the chosen analyte and a controlled 

concentration. 

Chapter 8 presents results of the chemical testing of the PμCA in vapor phase. 

Also it serves to validate some design ideas and detection schemes presented in previous 

chapters. 

Finally, Chapter 9 draws conclusions on effectiveness of ideas presented in this 

work and presents recommendations for future work and directions in this research area. 

Details of various steps in the design process, design parameters, mask details, 

etc. have been compiled in Appendix A. Details of the fabrication process and process 

steps have been compiled in Appendix B. 

Appendix C presents an analytical solution used for calculation of thermal 

behavior of the cantilevers. This may be used for transient analysis of the cantilever. This 

closed form solution is limited in that it requires that the heat transfer coefficient be 

independent of temperature. 

Some of the circuit designs and layouts used in this work are compiled in 

Appendix D.      
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK 

Equation Chapter 2 Section 1  
This chapter serves to review the background and prior work related to various 

components of this study. This review also serves to justify some of the initial design 

choices made in this work and to identify gaps in current understanding of issues related 

to piezoresistive microcantilever-based chemical sensing. Literature review of some 

topics related to design or measurement issues have been taken up in the pertinent 

sections of this thesis.  

2.1 Sensor Classification 

A vast array of sensors has been developed based on different transduction 

principles. These find application in almost every human endeavor. These may be 

classified into physical, chemical and biological sensors in terms of the measurand [1]. 

The following definitions [2] will help clarify the nature and purview of the current work: 

Physical sensor- A device that provides information about a physical property of 

the system. 

Chemical sensor- A chemical sensor is a device that transforms chemical 

information, ranging from the concentration of a specific sample component to total 

composition analysis, into an analytically useful signal. The chemical information, 

mentioned above, might originate from a chemical reaction of the analyte or from a 

physical property of the system investigated. 

Biological sensor- A biological sensor is a device that is able to transform 

information on biomass into a useful analytical signal. 
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Figure 2.1 Scheme for chemical sensing: The transducer converts the chemical signal into 
an analytically useful signal. 

The elements of a chemical sensor are the receptor, which transforms the 

chemical information to a form of energy that can be measured by the transducer (Figure 

2.1). The latter transforms the energy carrying chemical information into a useful 

analytical signal. Ordinarily the transducer does not have any selectivity. Further, the 

principle of transduction is typically physical. The receptor of a chemical sensor is based 

on one of the following principles [2]: 

Physical- No chemical change takes place. Detection is based on change of a 

physical property such as absorbance, refractive index, conductivity, mass change, 

temperature, etc.  

Chemical- A chemical reaction occurs with the participation of the analyte 

resulting in an analytical signal.  

Biochemical- A biochemical reaction is the source of analytical signal. These 

maybe be considered a subset of chemical receptors. These are also referred to as 

biosensors [3]. 

Most available literature treats biological sensors and biosensors (biochemical 

sensors) as a single class of sensors. Several biological parameters such as mechanical 

properties of cells or label-based biosensing techniques such as fluorescence, 

chemiluminescence or radiative detection use physical sensors for detection and 
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measurement and do not fall under the purview of chemical sensors. In this text, 

biological sensors will be defined as above and biosensors or biochemical sensors will be 

treated as subset of chemical sensing.  

 

Figure 2.2 Chemical sensing and biosensing methods [4]. 

2.2 Surface Stress-Based Sensing 

The varied methods of chemical and biochemical sensing are categorized in 

Figure 2.2. Surface stress measurement is a label-free method of chemical and 

biochemical detection and is the method of analyte detection chosen in this work. This 

section presents current understanding of the phenomenon of surface stress. This review 

is based on the seminal work of Shuttleworth [5] and numerous review papers [6-10]. 

Also current sensor devices for measurement of surface stress and surface modification 

used in such devices are surveyed.  

2.2.1 The Phenomenon of Surface Stress 

Current definitions of surface and interface stresses are based on the work of 

Gibbs. Surface free energy (γ ) is defined as reversible work per unit area to create a 

surface, exposing new atoms. Surface stress ( f ), however, is the reversible work per unit 

area to stretch a surface elastically. If a fluid surface is stretch new atoms come to the 
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surface keeping the atoms per unit area constant and the surface free energy is equal to 

surface stress. For a solid however the actual number of atoms is constant and the number 

of atoms per unit area is altered and f γ≠ . In liquids, since f γ= , these terms are used 

interchangeably and sometimes referred to as ‘surface tension’. In solids, however f  and 

γ  can be different by upto a factor of 3.    

Surface stress may be defined in terms of change in the bulk stress tensor near a 

surface or interface. If the surface lies in the x y−  plane and the z  axis is perpendicular 

to the surface, surface stress is defined by 

( )( )s b
ij ij ijz dzτ τ τ

+∞

−∞
= −∫     (2.1) 

where, s
ijτ  is surface stress tensor, ( )ij zτ  is the bulk stress tensor which may be different 

from the bulk stress tensor b
ijτ  in the vicinity of the surface and i  and j  represent tensor 

components in the x  and y  directions. This definition also implies that the units of 

surface stress are force per unit length rather than force per unit area. This definition 

lends itself to experimental determination of surface stress using numerous mechanical 

methods of investigation based on elastic deformation theory [11]. The thermodynamic 

definition of surface stress is obtained by considering the work Wδ  associated with 

straining a thin crystal plate of thickness t  by ijδε , 

( )
/ 2 0

/ 2 0
,

t

ij ijt
i j

W A dz zδ τ δε
+ +

− −
= ∑∫     (2.2) 

where A  is the area of the plate. Now the work may be expressed as the sum of bulk and 

surface work and in turn the sum of bulk and surface stress energies as: 

, ,

2s b s b s b
ij ij

i j i j

W W W F F A Atδ δ δ δ δ δε δε= + = + = +∑ ∑   (2.3) 

The surface free energy ( F ) may be expressed in terms of the specific free 

energy (γ ) as 

( )sF A A Aδ δ γ δγ γδ= = +     (2.4) 
At a specific value of strain ijε , the surface stress and the free energy may be 

related by the Shuttleworth equation [5]: 

ij ij
ij

γτ γδ
ε

∂
= +

∂
    (2.5) 
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2.2.2 Surface Modification for Chemical Sensing 

Sensors used for chemical or biochemical sensing applications are used in 

conjunction with different chemistries to modify the surface. Three different models have 

been proposed for analyte binding for chemical sensing [12]. These are based on the 

nature of the surface modification used as the chemically sensitive layer. 

1. Interaction with a surface monolayer: These interactions are primarily surface 

phenomena. Analyte adsorption can be a physisorption (binding energy < 0.1 eV) or a 

chemisorption process (binding energy > 0.3 eV) which is true of most chemical bonding. 

The Shuttleworth equation relates change in surface stress on chemisorption to change in 

the Gibbs free energy. The spontaneous adsorption process of alkanethiols is driven by 

the excess interfacial free energy and results in a reduction in interfacial stress and causes 

surfaces to expand (Figure 2.3.A). This results in the development of compressive surface 

stress. Compressive stresses have been noticed in the interaction of alkanethiols on gold-

coated cantilevers [13, 14]. Other analytes may cause tensile stresses. 

A B C
 

Figure 2.3 Three methods of analyte interaction with the modified surface of the surface 
stress sensor: A- Interaction with a surface monolayer, B- Interaction with an analyte 
permeable layer and C- Interaction with surface-immobilized colloids.  
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2. Interaction with a thick analyte-permeable layer: When the analyte molecules interact 

with a permeable surface layer, the analyte is physically absorbed in the layer in addition 

to any chemical interaction that might occurs (Figure 2.3.B). This results in swelling of 

the layer and cantilever deflection on account of this swelling [15-21]. 

3. Interaction with surface-immobilized colloids: Colloids have been found to be a very 

promising class of responsive phases for cantilever-based chemical detection [22]. 

Analyte interaction with structured phases combines bulk, surface and intersurface 

processes. This results in very efficient conversion of receptor-analyte interaction into 

mechanical energy for cantilever deflection (Figure 2.3.C).       

 
Figure 2.4 Operation modes and methods of signal transduction in microcantilever 
sensors (EM- electromagnetic). 

2.3 Microcantilever Transducers 

Microcantilever transducers are micromechanical devices with high mechanical 

sensitivity, low thermal mass, simple design (making them easy to modify) and 

fabrication, and flexibility of operation. This makes them amenable to a variety of 
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sensing applications. Microcantilever sensors have been shown to be more sensitive than 

QCMs and SAW devices [23]. Microcantilevers have been used for applications as varied 

as metrology [24], thermal sensing and imaging [25, 26], scanning electrochemical 

microscopy [27], chemical sensing and biosensing applications [12, 14, 28-38], material 

characterization, etc.   

2.3.1 Operational Modes 

Microcantilever transducers can be operated in two detection modes- dynamic and 

static (Figure 2.4). In dynamic mode, the cantilever is used as a micromechanical 

oscillator and the effect of mass loading, stress, temperature change, the fluid 

environment or external forces is evaluated in terms of the shift in resonant frequency of 

the cantilever and/or the quality factor (Q) in various environments.  In static mode 

detection, change in the desired measurand results in cantilever bending. This bending is 

picked up using the signal readout mechanism employed. 

2.3.2 Methods of Signal Readout 

Given the simplicity of microcantilever design and operation in static and 

dynamic modes, a variety of methods of signal readout may be employed. These are: 

Optical- Optical readout is the most common form of signal measurement given 

its high sensitivity and extensive use in most commercial AFM (Atomic Force 

Microscope) systems. These use the position of the laser beam, reflected off the 

cantilever beam, on a photodiode to evaluate cantilever deflection. Interferometric 

schemes have also been implemented that allow for measurement of deflection as small 

as 0.01 Å. Limitations of these devices are associated with interference and attenuation in 

the media of detection. These cannot be used effectively in media with varying refractive 

index, high opacity and high turbidity.  

Capacitive- Capacitive readout is based on measurement of deflection in terms of 

change in the gap between the cantilever and a fixed conductor. Capacitive 

microcantilever-based detection is also limited by interference caused by variation in the 

dielectric constant or density of the medium. Further these cannot be used in electrically 

conductive media.  
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Magnetic- Magnetic readout with cantilever systems has been used to measure 

deflection in static mode or as an actuation mechanism for resonant mode measurement. 

In the latter change in resonance is used to measure change in properties of the cantilever 

or environment. Magnetic readout, like capacitive readout is affected by properties of the 

fluid environment. In addition to this it requires a current loop on the cantilever which 

might result in heating of the cantilever and in cantilever deflection. For these reasons, it 

is not a preferred method of signal readout.  

Electron Tunneling- Electron tunneling has been used extensively for highly 

sensitive deflection measurements in AFM studies. Deflections as small as 10-4 nm have 

been measured with such systems. However the tunneling characteristics are dependent 

on the media of detection. Further the dynamic range of measurement is extremely 

limited which makes this a poor choice for chemical sensing applications.  

Piezoelectric- Piezoelectric readout is carried out via the deposition of a 

piezoelectric material such as ZnO. Deformation of the piezoresistor induces transient 

charge in the ZnO. When using in dynamic mode, the mechanical resonance of the device 

may be interrogated. This yields information on mass addition to the cantilever, surface 

stress, properties of the fluid media, etc. However operation in liquids results in loss in 

sensitivity. Also the ZnO thickness required for large signal output is often much larger 

than is acceptable for the optimal mechanical characteristics of the sensor.  

Piezoresistive- Piezoresistivity refers to the change in bulk resistivity of certain 

materials on the application of stress. This has been used extensively in AFM probes for 

deflection measurement, gravimetric applications, flow measurement, measurement of 

fluid properties and the like. It is unaffected by properties of the medium of detection. 

However interrogation of resistance change requires flow of current through the 

piezoresistor and can result thermal fluctuation in the cantilever and in deformation of the 

cantilever and result in piezoresistance change.     

2.4 Microcantilever-based Chemical and Biochemical Sensing 

Microcantilever sensors have been used in a variety of chemical and biochemical 

detection applications. While some work has been done on pH sensors [34] and 

microcalorimetric sensors (to measure heat of reaction on the cantilever surface) [39], a 
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majority of the literature is related to chemical and biochemical sensing in liquids and 

gases wherein the analyte binding to a modified cantilever surface is measured.  

In most surface stress-based cantilever sensors, the receptor of the microcantilever 

sensor allows for selective binding to the cantilever surface, resulting in surface stresses. 

The binding interaction with different surface modifications has been described in § 

2.2.2. In order to evaluate the effect of analyte binding to the surface, microcantilevers 

can be used in static or dynamic mode. In static mode, mass sensitivity of cantilevers is 

extremely low and the measured parameter is surface stress associated with the 

interaction. In dynamic mode, mass sensitivity is very high and a large volume of 

literature is related to detection of analyte in terms of mass addition to the cantilever via 

the analyte-surface binding. However the cantilever may be designed so that surface 

stresses maybe evaluated while operating the cantilever is dynamic mode. Recent work 

by McFarland et al. [40] has shown steady state stresses of 0.48 mN/m for alkanethiols in 

liquid phase detection. If the temperature changes because of the chemical reaction on the 

cantilever surface, this can be evaluated using a calorimetric cantilever [26, 39, 41, 42].  

2.4.1 Biosensors 

Microcantilever sensors afford the possibility of label-free sensing of biological 

analytes [12, 38, 43].  Biosensing applications are normally carried out in liquid media. 

Detection of glucose has been carried out with glucose oxidase (GOx) immobilized on a 

cantilever [44]. Moulin et al. [45] reported on the development of compressive tensile 

stresses associated with nonspecific adsorption of immunoglobulin G (IgG) and bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) on gold-coated microcantilevers. Fritz et al. [46] reported on 

sensitive and specific monitoring of oligonucleotide hybridization using arrays of 

functionalized cantilevers and were able to detect a single base-pair mismatch. To 

demonstrate applicability of these methods to real biodetection problems, detection of 

low concentrations (0.2 ng/ml) of prostate specific antigen (PSA) was carried out in 

background buffered solutions containing physiological levels of both human serum 

albumin and human plasminogen [47].  
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2.5 Piezoresistive Microcantilevers for Chemical Sensing 

Piezoresistance is the change in bulk resistivity due to mechanical stress or strain 

in a material [48-51]. The piezoresistive property of silicon has led to its application in 

pressure sensors [52], gyroscopes [53], accelerometers [54], AFM and other cantilever 

based probes, etc. This section introduces the specifics of piezoresistive properties of 

silicon, measurement techniques and related issues.  

2.5.1 Piezoresistance in Silicon 

Piezoresistive properties of silicon have been a topic of study for over fifty years 

now since work by Smith on the piezoresistance of silicon and later work by Tufte et al 

on the piezoresistive constants of heavily doped n-type silicon [55, 56]. Models for 

behavior of piezoresistance and second and higher order piezoresistance effects in p- and 

n-doped silicon have been developed by Kanda [48, 57-60] and others. A graphical 

representation was developed by Kanda which shows the magnitude of the various 

piezocoefficients of silicon along the different crystal directions Figure 2.5.   

A B
 

Figure 2.5 Piezoresistive coefficients in silicon at room temperature: A. n-type, B. p-type 
[57]. 
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On the (100) plane of silicon the piezoresistive constants in the [110] and 

perpendicular to it are given by 

( ),110 11 12 44
1
2lπ π π π= + +  and ( ),110 11 12 44

1
2tπ π π π= + −   (2.6) 

where  11π , 12π  and 44π  are the elements of the resistivity tensor for silicon. Most 

piezoresistive devices are fabricated on the (110) plane of silicon and the piezoresistive 

response of these devices may be evaluated as 

l l t t
R

R
π σ π σΔ

= +     (2.7)  

2.5.2 Existing Piezoresistive Microcantilevers for Surface Stress Measurement 

Most cantilever sensors used for chemical detection are based on optical detection 

of deflection. Given the limitations of optical sensors in numerous liquid phase and 

biological applications (§ 2.3.2), in recent years a number of groups have taken recourse 

to surface stress detection based on piezoelectric and piezoresistive microcantilever 

detection schemes [36, 37, 61, 62].  

All existing piezoresistive microcantilever sensors for surface stress detection use 

p-type doping [37, 61-63]. This is surprising given the piezocoefficients associated with 

n-type silicon are much larger (Figure 2.5). As will be shown in Chapter 3, p-type doping 

is an excellent choice for measurement of stress at the clamped end of a cantilever as is 

often required in AFM-based probes. However n-type doping is more conducive to 

surface stress applications. 

Surface stress sensitivity in cantilever-based surface stress measurement is evaluated 
using plates or beam models [64]. In existing work the effect of boundary conditions on 
surface stress sensitivity is ignored. This can result in an erroneous estimate of surface 
stress sensitivity of the cantilever sensor. The work of several groups in the area of 
piezoresistive microcantilever based surface stress sensing in  

Table 2.1. As pointed out earlier all the silicon-based sensors use p-type doping. 

Hence the reported values of surface stress sensitivity (all of which are based on the 

Stoney equation [6] or related models) may be higher than the actual surface stress 

sensitivity of the piezoresistive cantilever sensors. 
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Table 2.1 Existing piezoresistive microcantilever sensors for surface stress detection. 

Authors Device Details Novel Aspects/ 
Applications 

Device 
Sensitivity 

Thaysen et 
al. [29] 

Multilayered PμCA using 
polysilicon piezoresistors. 
Dimensions: 180 μm x 100 
μm 

- Integrated into a SU-8 
flow cell for liquid phase 
detection 
- Polysilicon piezoresistor 

4.4x10-4 
(N/m)-1 [35] 

Thaysen et 
al. [65] 

SU-8-based cantilever with a 
gold strain gauge. 
Dimensions: 200 μm x 100 
μm 

- Use of lower Young’s 
modulus of SU-8 for 
higher surface stress 
sensitivity 

3x10-4 
(N/m)-1 [65] 

Volden et al. 
[32] 

All-silicon cantilever. 
Dimensions: 300 μm x 300 
μm. Thickness: 3 μm 

- Integrated with on-chip 
CMOS circuitry for 
measurement. 
- Integrated Wheatstone 
bridge. 

Not 
available 

Li et al. [63] 

SOI-based multilayered 
piezoresistive 
microcantilever. 
Dimensions: 21 μm x 91 μm 

- Use of XeF2 for bulk 
etching of silicon. 

8.37x10-4 
(N/m)-1 

 

2.6 Array-based Detection Systems 

Another development in the area of cantilever-based chemical and biochemical 

detection is the use of large arrays of cantilevers. This allows for numerous advantages 

over single cantilever detection [66]. Array can be used to analyze a complex mixture of 

analyte with separate cantilevers functionalized so that each is sensitive to a single 

chemical in the mixture. Further it has been seen that single- cantilever measurements 

may not be repeatable and use of cantilever arrays allow for detection of ‘chemical 

signatures’ that may also be used for positive identification and quantification of 

chemicals effectively creating an electronic nose [67]. Finally, the use of ‘reference 

cantilevers’ within the array, in which some cantilever are not functionalized, allows for 

thermal and mechanical filtering of environmental noise. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIAL DESIGN AND NOISE ISSUES 

Equation Chapter 3 Section 1 
The previous chapter discusses the background associated with the use of 

microcantilevers for chemical sensing and current work on chemical sensing with 

piezoresistive microcantilever systems. This chapter discusses material related issues in 

the design of piezoresistive microcantilevers for surface stress sensing. All existing 

microcantilever surface stress sensors that are based on single-crystal silicon use p-doped 

piezoresistors. In this work, the advantages of using n-doped silicon piezoresistors for 

surface stress sensing have been demonstrated. Also, estimates of Johnson, Hooge and 

thermal vibration noise in the piezoresistive microcantilever leads to recommendations 

for operating frequencies to minimize noise and to estimate of minimum detectable 

stress. 
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of loading effects in A. AFM-type cantilever and B. surface-stress 
based cantilevers. The cantilever deflects due to surface stress associated with analyte 
binding.  
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3.1 Elements of Piezoresistive Microcantilever Design 

Design of the PμCA involves choice of cantilever geometry, materials, array 

design and choice of operating conditions that enable high sensitivity and low-noise 

measurement for low detection limit measurement of the chosen analyte (selectivity is, 

for most part, determined by the functionalization of the cantilever surface and not the 

focus of this dissertation).   

A significant error in most current work is that piezoresistive microcantilevers for 

surface stress- based sensing are designed on the lines of piezoresistive microcantilevers 

for AFM probes. AFM probes are designed for measurement of tip loading. Figure 3.1 

shows how the largest moments are generated at the clamped end of an AFM probe. 

Hence piezoresistors are built at the clamped end of the cantilever where the highest 

stresses due to tip-loading occur. Uniform surface stresses on a cantilever, however, 

results in a uniform moment throughout the cantilever. There is no well-defined region of 

maximum surface stress. Also since the surface stresses are local, they may not affect a 

response in a piezoresistor distant from the location of surface stress. Hence design 

requirements of piezoresistive microcantilevers for surface stress measurement are: 

• The piezoresistor must be placed in the region of surface stress. 

• The piezoresistive response (
sR

R
Δ ) should be maximized.       

While most current work recognizes the importance of resistor placement, no 

existing cantilever devices fully addresses various aspects of maximizing piezoresistive 

response. Design of the piezoresistive microcantilever such that the piezoresistive 

response is large may achieved by appropriate design of doping and geometry for silicon 

piezoresistors. This chapter deals with the former while issues related to design of 

geometry are taken up in Chapter 4.  

3.1.1 Geometry of the Piezoresistive Microcantilevers 

A PµCA consisting of ten rectangular cantilevers has been designed. Figure 3.2 

shows the geometric parameters of a single cantilever. Piezoresistive cantilever designs 

based on all-silicon cantilevers are created by doping a selected region of the cantilever. 

However, in this work, the piezoresistors were created by doping and patterning the SCS 
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layer of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. Hence the piezoresistors occupy a distinct 

layer within the multilayered structure. An important parameter to note is δ , the distance 

of the piezoresistor from the clamped end (Figure 3.2).  

 
Figure 3.2 PµCA schematic and geometric parameters. (A) A ten-cantilever array. (B) An 
individual cantilever. (C) Close-up of the piezoresistor. 

3.2 Material Design 

The large gauge factors of silicon make it an ideal candidate for use in various 

forms of stress measurement. Smith’s seminal work on piezoresistive constants of silicon 

[1] led to a realization of its applicability to various forms of pressure, deformation, and 

stress sensing. Work by Tufte et al. [2] and Kanda [3, 4] has led to the development of 

models for piezoresistance in p-type and n-type silicon. Piezoresistance has been used in 

numerous applications; e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes, dynamometers [5]. Also, in 

recent years, it has been used in microcantilever-based measurement in AFM probes [6] 

and surface stress sensors.  
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The effect of doping on surface stress sensitivity is a crucial element in the design 

of SCS-based piezoresistive microcantilevers but has been ignored until recently. Recent 

work by Rasmussen et al. [7] suggests that n-type piezoresistors have higher effective 

gauge factors than p-type piezoresistors for surface-stress-based piezoresistive cantilever 

sensors. In this work we will demonstrate further advantages of using n-type silicon for 

detection based on surface stress. 

3.2.1 State of Stress in the Microcantilever 

To demonstrate the effect of doping type on surface stress sensitivity, let us 

consider the surface stress response of the piezoresistor in a multilayered cantilever. The 

orientation of the axes is shown in Figure 3.2. In all the work that follows, we will 

assume that the longitudinal direction of the cantilever is along the x -axis and that the 

transverse direction is along the y-axis.  

For a piezoresistor with resistance R , resistivity ρ , length l , width w  and 

thickness t , the relative change in piezoresistance ( /R l wtρ= ) is given by [4] 

s

x y z
R l w t
R l w t

ρ ρε ε ε
ρ ρ

Δ Δ Δ Δ Δ Δ
= − − + = − − +   (3.1) 

For plain stress ( zσ  = 0), the relative change in piezoresistance of a silicon 

piezoresistor, with Young’s modulus E  and Poisson ratio ν , is given by [8] 

( )
s

x y z x x y y
R
R

ε ε ε σ π σ πΔ
= − − + +     (3.2) 

Also, 1 1( ), ( ), ( )x x y y y x z x yE E E
νε σ νσ ε σ νσ ε σ σ= − = − = − +   (3.3) 

Therefore,  1 2 1s

x x y y
R
R E E

νσ π σ πΔ +⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

  (3.4) 

Near the clamped end yε  = 0 and y xσ νσ= . Hence, 

1s

x y x clamped x
Clamped End

R S
R E

ν π νπ σ σΔ +⎛ ⎞= + + =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

  (3.5) 

 

Far from the clamped end of the cantilever, x yσ σ≈ . Therefore, 
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2s

x y x free x
Free End

R S
R E

ν π π σ σΔ ⎛ ⎞= + + =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

   (3.6) 

 

3.2.2 Effect of Doping on Piezoresistor Response 

The effect of p-type and n-type doping on the surface stress sensitivities, clampedS  

and freeS , is tabulated in Table 3.1. The results presented in this section are based on 

piezoresistive constants for a doping level of 1016 cm-3 (Table 3.1). 

 

Table 3.1. Longitudinal ( xπ ) and transverse ( yπ ) piezocoefficients in [110] 
silicona. Surface stress sensitivities for various boundary conditions show the 
advantage of n-type doping. 

Doping p-type n-type 
xπ  (10-11 Pa-1) 72 -31 

yπ  (10-11 Pa-1) -66 -18 

clampedS  54.93 -36.61 

freeS  6.31 -49.32 
a Source: O. N. Tufte and E. L. Stelzer, “Piezoresistive properties of heavily 
doped n-type silicon”, Physical Review, vol. 166, A1705-A1716, 1964 

 

As can be seen from Table 3.1, far from the clamped end, where chemical sensing 

occurs, n-type piezoresistors have higher strain sensitivity than p-type piezoresistors. The 

results also suggest that the effective gage factors for a piezoresistor will change based on 

its length. Stresses in the longitudinal and transverse directions of a 200 × 50 µm 

cantilever, that had a layer structure similar to that of the PµCA, were evaluated using 

ANSYS™ (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3 Longitudinal and transverse stress (in the piezoresistor) along the length of a 
200 × 50 µm microcantilever under uniform surface stress of 60 N/m. 

 
Figure 3.4 Piezoresistor response for different resistor lengths ( Rl ). Here δ  = 0. Use of 
n-type silicon is advantageous for Rl  > 93.6 µm. 
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Figure 3.5 Piezoresistor response for different resistor positions (δ ) with a fixed resistor 
length ( Rl  = 50 µm). Use of n-type silicon piezoresistors is advantageous for δ  > 18.4 
µm. 

The piezoresistor response, 
sR

R
Δ , for this stress-strain profile is shown in Figure 

3.3. We see that n-type doping is more effective if the piezoresistor is longer than a 

critical length (Figure 3.4). However, the response is significantly enhanced if the 

piezoresistor is positioned at some distance (δ ) from the clamped end of the cantilever. 

For this simple cantilever structure, the enhancement in response of n-type over p-type 

for a resistor 50 µm long is significant (Figure 3.5). If δ  > 50 µm, an n-type piezoresistor 

is approximately five times more sensitive than a p-type piezoresistor. We also notice that 

the surface stress sensitivity is nearly constant for δ  > 50 µm. This result is very 

significant because it implies that the surface stress sensitivity remains unaffected by 

small deviations in the actual clamping distance (δ ′ ) from the designed clamping 

distance (δ ), potentially due to variations in the bulk etch of the silicon (this is discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter 5). While the critical lengths evaluated are valid only for this 
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particular cantilever geometry (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5), the trends shown here are true 

for all cantilever devices, and the results show the benefits of n-type piezoresistors for 

sensing based on surface stress.  

This analysis suggests that n-doped silicon piezoresistors are superior to p-doped 

piezoresistors for surface stress sensing applications. Also appropriate design of the 

parameter δ  can result in a significant improvement in piezoresistive microcantilever 

response. 

3.3 Sources of Noise in Piezoresistive Microcantilevers 

In the measurement of surface stress using piezoresistive readout, the resolution 

of the measurement is limited by sources of noise in the piezoresistive microcantilever 

system. While system noise and noise during analyte measurement in a flow environment 

are considerable, this section deals only with noise in the piezoresistive microcantilever. 

The sources of noise in the cantilever are electrical- Johnson noise and Hooge noise, and 

thermomechanical or vibration noise. 

3.3.1 Johnson Noise 

Johnson noise is caused by thermal fluctuation of carriers in the resistor.  The 

Johnson noise voltage power for a resistor is  
2 4J BV k TR f< >= Δ      (3.7) 

where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, T  the Kelvin temperature, R  the resistance of the 

cantilever and max minf f fΔ = −  is the bandwidth of measurement. Since R

R R

lR
h w
ρ

= ,  

2
JV< >  is directly proportional to resistor length, and inversely proportional to resistor 

thickness and resistor width.  

3.3.2 Hooge Noise 

The Hooge noise, also referred to as 1/ f  noise, in a resistor is the frequency 

dependent noise. The spectral density of 1/ f  noise is given by 

2
s

H
VS
fN

α
=      (3.8) 
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The noise voltage power associated with Hooge noise is 
2

2 max

min

logs
H

V fV
N f

α ⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
    (3.9) 

 

where α  is a material constant, sV  is the supply voltage and R R RN nl h w=  and n  is the 

carrier concentration in the resistor. α  has been shown to be a function of doping and 

annealing conditions [9]. Hence Hooge noise is inversely proportional to the volume of 

the cantilever. 
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Figure 3.6 A. Device with four substrate resistors used for measurement of 1/f noise. B. 
Schematic of circuit used for measurement of 1/f noise. 

The material constant α  was determined by measuring Hooge noise in silicon 

resistors manufactured in the same process as the PμCA. Figure 3.6 shows the device that 

was used for this experiment. The device has four silicon resistors on the substrate were 

used in a Wheatstone bridge. A Tektronix PS2520G programmable power supply 
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(Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) was used as the voltage source. The output from the 

Wheatstone bridge was amplified using a SR560 low-noise preamplifier (Stanford 

Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) and spectral analysis was performed using a SR785 

dynamic signal analyzer (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). 

 
Figure 3.7 1/ f  noise spectrum measured using substrate resistors. 

The 1/ f  noise was measured for different values of supply voltage and these are 

plotted in Figure 3.7. The large frequency peaks are associated with 60 Hz noise. 

Comparing the data to (3.9), we can examine the extent of agreement. The noise 

measured in Figure 3.7 is much greater than predicted by 1/ f  noise theory (3.9). If the 

value of α  is evaluated using (3.9), the value obtained is of the order of 10-1 while the 

range for doped silicon has been shown to be between 10-3 and 3x10-6 [9, 10] for the 

doping and annealing conditions in this work.  

The value of α  used for estimation of noise in the system is 3.2x10-3, which is 

based on the corner frequency observed in our measurement (approximately 2 kHz). This 
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value is also in agreement with the experimentally obtained value for a doping level of 

3x10-19 cm-3 and annealing at 1050 oC for 30 minutes [10]. The error in the measurement 

of α  is possibly due to the strong presence of 60 Hz noise in the spectrum which is 

unrelated to device operation.    

3.3.3 Vibration Noise 

An important source of noise in a free-standing cantilever is vibration noise. This 

is evaluated by summing up over all the vibrational modes of the cantilever. Thaysen [10] 

suggests that the measurement noise associated with this vibration is given by   
2 2

2

2127 (1 )
2

B
noise

R res
R

k Tl fV l fkl
l

Δ
< >=

−
   (3.10) 

Some other expressions of this form are presented in literature [11-13] but all of 

these are based on stress generation in the cantilever which is used in an atomic force 

microscope (AFM). Since the probe experiences a point load in this case, the stress 

developed in the cantilever over its length is a function of the distance of the point of 

contact from the fixed end of the cantilever. On the other hand, in a piezoresistive 

microcantilever for measurement of surface stress, stresses are uniform over the length of 

the cantilever and the equations for measurement noise due to cantilever vibration must 

be developed differently.  

3.3.3.1 Vibration Noise in a Microcantilever-based Piezoresistive Surface Stress Sensor 

For a cantilever beam of length l , width w  and thickness h , the transverse 

vibration of a cantilever beam is described by the equation: 
2 2 4

2 4 0
12

d z Eh d z
dt dtρ

+ =     (3.11) 

    
The density of the cantilever beam material is ρ and E  is the Young’s modulus. 

The boundary conditions for a free cantilever beam are 

( ) ( )0
0 0, 0

d
dx

Φ
Φ = =    (3.12) 
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 and     ( ) ( )2 3

2 30, 0
d l d l

dx dx
Φ Φ

= =     (3.13) 

   
The first two conditions state that amplitude and inclination of the beam at the 

clamped end are zero. The last two conditions state that external shear force and external 

moment at the free end of the cantilever are zero.  

The solution for this system of equations is a measure of the thermomechanical 

vibration noise in a cantilever [14]:  

1
i i

i
z q

∞

=

= Φ∑      (3.14)  

where 

( ) ( )sin sinh cos cosh cos cosh sin sinhi i i i
i i i i ix x x x

l l l l
α α α αα α α α⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞Φ = + − − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 

           (3.15) 
 

where if iω  is the ith fundamental frequency of the cantilever beam, 

2 4

2

12
i

i

l
Eh
ρω

α =      (3.16) 

   
Butt et al. [14] have shown, using the equipartition theorem, 

 
2

2 2

3
(sin sinh )i

i

B

i i

k Tq
kα α α

< >=
+

    (3.17)  

3.3.3.2 Noise in Piezoresistive Readout  

The thermomechanical noise in a cantilever results in noise in the piezoresistive 

response of the piezoresistive region of the silicon cantilever. Now, in the piezoresistive 

surface stress sensitive cantilever,  

 

R
s

V RB BS
V R σσΔ Δ

= == −     (3.18)   

 

B  is the factor associated with measurement using a differential bridge ( B = 4 for 

a full differential bridge and B = 2 for a half bridge), σ is the average stress over the 

length of the cantilever developed as a result of the interaction between the analyte and 
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the top surface and sV  is the supply voltage. RS σ  is the transfer function that relates the 

surface stress to the piezoresistive response.  

lR

l

h

 

Figure 3.8 Schematic of piezoresistive microcantilever beam 

Assuming stresses only along the longitudinal direction ( x -direction) of the 

beam, for a surface stress sensitive microcantilever with a thin piezoresistor at the top 

(Figure 3.8), R effS σ π= , where effπ  maybe be evaluated as 

( ) ( )

( )
0

0

1

1

R

R

l

R
eff l

R

x x dx
l

x dx
l

π σ
π

σ
=

∫

∫
    (3.19)  

Now, 

( )
2

2
0 0

( )1
2 2

R Rl l
eff R

eff s eff
R R R

z lR z h Ehx dx E dx
R l l x l x

π
π σ π ∂Δ ∂

= − = =
∂ ∂∫ ∫  (3.20)  

 
where sσ  is the surface stress at a given location on the cantilever. The lower limit of the 

integration is zero based on the boundary conditions. For a perfectly nulled Wheatstone 

bridge,  

 
( )

1

( )
2 2

i RR
out eff s eff s i

iR R

lz lEh EhV B V B V q
l x l x

π π
∞

=

∂ Φ∂
= =

∂ ∂∑   (3.21)  
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( ) 22

2 2
, 2

i R
i piezonoise eff s i

lEhV B V q
x

π
λ
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   (3.22)  
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i piezonoise eff s
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π
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Now let, 

( ) ( )i R i
i R

l
J l

x l
α∂ Φ

= −
∂

   (3.24)[11] 

where, 

( ) ( ) ( )sin sinh sin sinh cos cosh cos coshi R i R i R i R
i R i i i i

l l l lJ l
l l l l

α α α αα α α α⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + + + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
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           (3.25) 
 
From these relations, we obtain 

 
22 2

2 2 2 2
1

( )3 1
2 (sin sinh )

piezonoise i RB
eff

iR i i is

V J lk T EhB
V k l l

π
α α α

∞

=
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The summation converges to Rl
l

 [11]. Since the spring constant of the cantilever is 

3

3

3Ewhk
l

= , 

22 2 2

2 2

33 1
2

piezonoise B effB R
eff

R Rs

V k TEBk T lEhB
V k l l l l wh

π
π
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= =⎜ ⎟< > ⎝ ⎠

  (3.27)  

 

This relation proves that for the system described before, noise in piezoresistive 

readout is also inversely proportional to length and width of the resistor. The noise in 

piezoresistive readout in a silicon cantilever for sV = 1 V under ambient conditions is 

shown in Figure 3.9. 
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3.3.4 Total System Noise 

Total noise in the piezoresistive microcantilever may be evaluated as: 

 2 2 2 2
J H piezonoiseTotal noiseV V V V< > = < > + < > + < >    (3.28)  

Figure 3.10 shows the different noise components for cantilever measurement as a 

function of silicon piezoresistor length at 25 oC with a frequency of measurement of 10 

kHz and a bandwidth of 10 Hz (conditions under which measurements were made- refer 

Chapter 6) as a function of resistor length. 

For a piezoresistive cantilever 500 μm long with a piezoresistor length of 400 μm, 

the variation of noise in the piezoresistive response with frequency is shown by Figure 

3.11. 

 
Figure 3.9 Variation of vibration noise with length of the piezoresistor ( Rl ). 
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Figure 3.10 Variation of various noise sources with resistor length at 10 kHz with a 
bandwidth of 10 Hz. 

 
Figure 3.11 Variation of noise sources with frequency of electrical excitation of the 
piezoresistive microcantilever. 
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The noise analysis shows that cantilever noise decreases with increase in length of 

the piezoresistor. Further 1/ f  noise effects in the piezoresistor are negligible beyond the 

corner frequency of approximately 2 kHz.  

Thermomechanical vibration noise associated with Brownian motion is very small 

in magnitude and has almost no effect on the total noise in the piezoresistive 

microcantilever. In a real microcantilever that is deployed in a flow environment, 

thermomechanical noise can be very large. Filtering of such noise effect can be effected 

by use of reference cantilevers.   

3.4 Effect of Doping Parameters 

Doping level has little effect on the relative position and length of the 

piezoresistors from the perspective of maximizing surface stress sensitivity. It does 

however have an important contribution to the magnitude of piezoresistive coefficient 

and temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of the piezoresistor. Figure 3.12 shows 

the change in piezoresistive coefficients with doping level and temperature for n-type 

silicon. 

 
Figure 3.12 Effect of doping level and temperature on n-doped silicon [3]. 
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3.4.1 Minimum Detectable Stress in Piezoresistive Microcantilevers 

The effect of doping level on piezoresistive response and noise has been discussed 

in § 3.2.2 and § 3.3.4 respectively. 

The minimum detectable stress in the piezoresistive microcantilevers may be 

evaluated from the studies on surface stress sensitivity and noise. The analytical model 

presented in § 4.2 provides a measure of the surface stress sensitivity of the cantilever 

sensors. All results presented in this section are based on the layer structure of the 

cantilevers that have been used in this work (refer Figure 4.14).  

The piezoresistive response for a microcantilever placed a fully differential 

Wheatstone bridge may be related to the voltage response as  

 

1
4 cantilever surface stress

V R S
V R

σΔ Δ
= ==    (3.29) 

 

The minimum detectable stress ( minimum stressσ ), for an input voltage of 1 V, maybe 

be evaluated in terms of the total noise in the piezoresistive sensor as 

 
1
4

Total noise
minimum stress

cantilever

V
V S

σ =     (3.30) 

 

The variation of minimum detectable stress as a function of piezoresistor length is 

shown in Figure 3.13. Since the minimum detectable stress is a function of cantileverS  which 

depends on the doping level of the cantilever, it is important to understand how doping 

level affect minimum detectable stress. Figure 3.14 shows that the doping beyond 3x1019 

cm-3 does not produce any appreciable benefit from the perspective of improving 

minimum detectable stress.  
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Figure 3.13 Minimum detectable surface stress as a function of piezoresistor length ( Rl ). 

 
Figure 3.14 Variation of minimum detectable stress with doping concentration. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

The noise and doping analysis in this chapter led to several conclusions are 

regards design of the PμCA. The analyses in § 3.3.4 and § 3.4.1 suggest that a longer 

piezoresistive sensor has lower device noise. § 3.2.2 suggests that if a longer cantilever is 

chosen then n-type doping is preferable for surface stress measurement. For these reasons 

in this work, n-doped piezoresistors have been used. The complete matrix of designs used 

in this work is discussed in § 4.5.2. 

The choice of the doping level affects piezoresistive constant and noise in the 

cantilever sensor. Also when using longer piezoresistors, low doping can result in large 

piezoresistance values which were not desirable. Hence in this work a doping level of 

2.2x1019 cm-3 has been chosen.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN OF THE PμCA 

Equation Chapter 4 Section 1 
The previous chapter illustrated the value in careful choice of doping and some 

geometric parameters associated with design of the piezoresistive microcantilevers. This 

chapter presents further theoretical considerations in the design of highly sensitive, low-

noise piezoresistive microcantilevers.  

To this end a new model for surface-stress measurement, based on classical 

laminated plate theory, is presented. This model allows for estimation of deformation and 

piezoresistive response of a multilayered plate to surface stresses during analyte 

measurement and residual stresses in the structural layers due to fabrication processes. 

Also, the model accounts for bending-stretching coupling in the response to these 

stresses.  

Evaluation of the effect of geometric parameters on piezoresistive surface stress 

response, based on finite element analysis, is presented. Also, design of the flow cell for 

analyte measurement and other design issues are discussed. Finally, in § 4.6, the concept 

and theoretical ramifications of an alternative scheme of surface stress measurement- 

double-sided sensing are discussed.  

4.1 Surface Stress Sensitivity 

The surface stress on a cantilever is evaluated based on the measured 

piezoresistive response of the cantilever using the equation 
s

cantilever surface stress
R S
R

σΔ
=     (4.1) 

Here cantileverS  is the surface stress sensitivity of the cantilever. In all existing work 

on surface stress measurement with piezoresistive microcantilevers, the surface stress 

sensitivity of the cantilever is approximated to that of the free end of the cantilever ( freeS , 

refer Table 3.1). Figure 3.5 shows the variation in piezoresistive response as function of 

δ , the distance of the piezoresistor from the clamped end. Since all existing 

piezoresistive microcantilever systems are based on designs with 0δ = , the surface stress 
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sensitivity of the cantilevers cantileverS  < freeS . This results in underestimation of the 

surface stress that develops on the cantilever surface. 

Surface stress sensitivity is measured in all existing literature based on beam or 

plate bending models. For a cantilever beam, though, the surface stress sensitivity varies 

a function of location on the cantilever beam. Hence, the ‘true surface stress sensitivity’ 

of a piezoresistive microcantilever, which will be referred to as the surface stress may be 

evaluated as shown in (3.19). 

4.2 A New Cantilever Bending Model 

Plate models used for various applications use various assumptions to simplify the 

mathematics involved while accurately modeling plate deformation. An often-used 

simplification is to assume that the 3-D plate can be modeled as a 2-D beam. Another 

simplification of the model is possible if the strains associated with the axial moments 

and bending moments on the plate can be decoupled (i.e., 0ε  and χ can be solved 

independently). As will be discussed later, this assumption implies that B = 0. Another 

point of interest when using plate models is whether large deformations need to be 

considered. If large deformations are present, higher-order terms must be included in the 

definition of strains.  

Several models have been presented in the literature to relate surface stress on the 

cantilever and the associated bending of the cantilever. In some reports [1], the 

phenomenon has been modeled as a plate-bending problem in which a biaxial modulus of 

elasticity is used. Typically in these models, the curvature due to surface stress, evaluated 

with the Stoney equation [2], is related to deflection at the cantilever tip. However, the 

effect of cantilever stretching due to surface stress is not accounted for. In other work, the 

solutions of bending and stretching problems have been superimposed to yield in a more 

accurate representation of the cantilever response to surface stress [3]. However, none of 

these models has accounted for the coupling of stretching and bending in a multilayered 

microcantilever.  

The effect of residual stresses in thin films on deformation of structures is well 

documented. A number of applications control the curvature of microelectromechanical 

systems (MEMS) devices by careful control of intrinsic stresses [4]. Further, some 
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applications, such as bending of micromirrors, actuation of valves, and flow and pressure 

sensing, result in large deformation of some device components. Modeling of such 

devices requires that higher-order deformation effects be accounted for. This requirement 

is not needed for surface-stress-based bending, where deflection is typically on the order 

of a few hundred nanometers [1, 5].  

In this work, a unified model of cantilever bending, which accounts for the effect 

of intrinsic stresses and surface stresses, is presented. It is based on classical laminated 

plate theory [6]. Large deformation effects have not been included in this model for the 

present. Also, material properties of each layer have been assumed to be isotropic. 

However, the form of the equations can easily be modified to allow for anisotropic 

materials.  

Consider a laminated plate structure with N plates, each of uniform thickness. The 

strain at any point in the laminated cantilever can be described as 

( , , ) ( , ) ( , )x y z x y z x y= +0ε ε χ    (4.2) 
where  

0
x

y

xy

ε

ε
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χ
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⎣ ⎦

χ      (4.3)  

For small deformation of the cantilever plates, higher-order effects can be 

neglected and  

0 0 0, ,x y xy
u v u v
x y y x

ε ε ε∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= = = +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
   (4.4) 

and    
2 2 2

2 2, , 2x y xy
w w w

x y x y
χ χ χ∂ ∂ ∂

= − = − = −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

  (4.5) 

Stress in the kth layer of the laminated cantilever is described as 

,( )
x

k y k k

xy k

z
σ
σ

σ

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥

= = + + +⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

0
i sσ Q ε χ σ σ%    (4.6) 
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where    2
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The intrinsic stresses in each layer and the surface stresses are assumed to be 

isotropic. Hence, 
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The surface stress is modeled as [7] 

( ) / 2) / 2)s s sz z h z hσ σ δ σ δ+ −= ( − + ( +   (4.9) 
where ( )zδ  is the Dirac-delta function. The axial forces and the planar moments may be 

evaluated as 
/ 2 / 2

/ 2 / 2
,

h h

h h
dz zdz

− −
= =∫ ∫N σ M σ     (4.10) 

 

The force and moment equations may be written as  

= 0
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Using (4.8) and (4.9) in (4.10), we can write 
0
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σ σ
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and     
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Also,    / 2 / 2
, ,/ 2 / 2

,h h
k kh h
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− −
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The system of equations obtained for deformation of the multilayered cantilever is 
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In order to evaluate curvature induced by intrinsic stress and surface stress in the 

absence of external forces and moments, the equilibrium equations are written as 
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   (4.20) 

 

Finally, strain in the cantilever is obtained as 
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   (4.21) 

 

This complete cantilever deformation model allows for a measure of strain 

associated with surface stresses and residual stresses in the cantilever structural layers. 

The model will be used in the current work to determine the thickness and stress required 

in some structural layers to control curvature of the cantilever (§ 5.4.1). 

4.3 Effect of Geometric Parameters on Surface Stress Response 

The effect of doping and geometric factors Rl  and δ  were discussed in § 3.2.2. 

The finite element model used indicates the trends in p-type and n-type doping. This 

analysis does not however aid in design decisions on width of the piezoresistor Rw , gap 

between the piezoresistive paths g  or understand the effect of length of the cantilever l  
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(see  Figure 3.2). In order to develop a set of design rules for location of the piezoresistor 

analysis of spatial distribution of stress in a cantilever is required.  

4.3.1 Surface Stress Distribution in ANSYS Model 

In order to develop this set of design rules, a microcantilever model was created 

in ANSYS™ using shell elements (SHELL181). The cantilever length is 450 μm and the 

cantilever width is 100 μm. The layer structure was as indicated in Figure 4.14 and a 

tensile stress of 20 MPa was applied to the 50 nm thick gold layer. The axis directions for 

the analysis presented are as shown in Figure 3.2. This mimics a surface stress of 1 N/m 

on the microcantilever. Figure 4.1 show the stress in the x -direction in the piezoresistive 

layer and the y -direction stresses are shown in Figure 4.2.  

 
Figure 4.1 Stress in the x - direction in the silicon piezoresistor cause by a surface stress 
of 1 N/m in the gold layer. The first 10 μm of the cantilever (left) is clamped. All units 
are in MPa. 
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Figure 4.2 Stress in the y - direction in the silicon piezoresistor cause by a surface stress 
of 1 N/m in the gold layer. The first 10 μm of the cantilever (left) is clamped. All units 
are in MPa. 

The surface stress sensitivity for p-type (Figure 4.3) and n-type (Figure 4.4) 

doping is calculated for each location on the cantilever, from the spatial distribution of 

stress, as   
s

x x y y
R
R

σ π σ πΔ
= +     (4.22) 

 

As observed in the simpler analysis performed in § 3.2.2, surface stress sensitivity 

for n-type silicon is larger than for p-type silicon by a factor of almost 3 at locations 

distance from the clamped end of the cantilever.  
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Figure 4.3 Surface stress sensitivity for p-type silicon piezoresistors.  

 
Figure 4.4 Surface stress sensitivity for n-type silicon piezoresistors. 
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4.3.2 Effect of Geometric Parameters on Surface Stress Response 

Evaluation of the effect of geometric parameters was performed by evaluating the 

average value of surface stress sensitivity for n-type silicon over piezoresistors defined by 

varying the different geometric factors shown in Figure 4.5.  

l
δ

lR

g 

A

B

wR

 
Figure 4.5 A. Parameters that were varied to evaluate the effect of resistor placement and 
geometry on surface stress sensitivity. B. A finite element plot showing n-type surface 
stress sensitivity in the region chosen for evaluation of effect of geometric parameters (all 
units in MPa). 
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• Effect of Rl  was evaluated for l = 450 μm, Rw = 20 μm, δ = 0 μm and g = 20 μm.  

 
Figure 4.6 Effect of piezoresistor length on surface stress response. 

• Effect of δ  was evaluated for l = 450 μm, Rl = 300 μm, Rw = 20 μm, g = 20 μm. 

 
Figure 4.7 Effect of piezoresistor distance from the clamped end of the cantilever on 
surface stress response. 
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• Effect of Rw  was evaluated for l = 450 μm, Rl = 300 μm, δ = 100 μm and g = 20 μm. 

 
Figure 4.8 Effect of piezoresistor width on surface stress response.. Large piezoresistor 
width creates a larger piezoresistive response. 

• Effect of g  was evaluated for l = 450 μm, Rl = 300 μm, Rw = 20 μm, δ = 100 μm. 

 
Figure 4.9 Effect of variation of gap between piezoresistors.   
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• The effect of l  was evaluated for Rl = 250 μm, Rw = 20 μm, δ = 0 μm and g = 20 

μm. Finite element models for cantilevers lengths ranging from 250 μm to 450 μm 

were evaluated and the effect of varying the cantilever length was investigated for a 

fixed set of the other geometric parameters. The principal point of interest here is 

whether a variation in cantilever length changes the surface stress profile such that the 

piezoresistive response from a piezoresistor (of fixed length) changes.  

 
Figure 4.10 Effect of variation of cantilever length for the same length of the 
piezoresistors. If Rl l≈ , the piezoresistive response is reduced to fringe effects in the 
stress profile in the piezoresistor. 

4.3.3 Design Rules for Piezoresistive Microcantilevers 

The finite element results suggest that the following trends that may be used as 

guidelines for design of piezoresistive microcantilevers for surface stress measurement. 

• Larger response is obtained for larger piezoresistor length 

• Cantilever length has a no effect on the response if Rl l . The surface stress response 

decreases if Rl l≈  due to fringe effects associated with the stress profile developed. 

• Piezoresistive response is larger for a larger resistor width and for larger gap between 

the piezoresistor. This is due to the higher local surface stress sensitivity towards the 

outer side of the microcantilever. 
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• Clamping distance should be Cwδ ≥ , where Cw  is the width of the cantilever. This 

ensures that clamping effects do not lead to a reduction of piezoresistive response.  

4.4 Microfluidic Design 

Design of the flow cell used in this work was carried out based on simple design 

considerations of laminar flow. 2-D finite element models were created in Fluent to 

evaluate the flow patterns. For a complete analysis of optimal design of the flow cell, 

issues such as mass transport also need to be considered in the design of the flow volume 

and placement of the piezoresistive microcantilevers in the flow [8, 9]. 

B

A Holes for introduction of 
epoxy to hold gold wires

Holes for gold wires 
for wirebonding

 
Figure 4.11 A. Base of flow cell used for integration of the PμCA. B. CAD image of the 
two halves fo the flow cell with the integrated PμCA.   

4.4.1 Design of Flow Cell 

The CAD layout of the flow cell used in this work is shown in Figure 4.11 and the 

manner in which the PμCA was integrated into the flow cell. Further specifics of the 
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dimensions of the cell are included in Appendix A. Also, the use of this cell for flow 

measurements has been discussed in Chapter 7.  

The cell consists of two halves that are screwed together using bolts before 

testing. The cross-section of the flow channel is a circle of radius 1 mm. The cantilevers 

experience transverse flow of the analyte. The volume flow rates used in this work were 

between 2 sccm and 10 sccm. This corresponds to flow velocities from 63.7 cms-1 to 

318.3 cms-1. To ensure the steady flow in the flow channel in the vicinity of the 

cantilever, the entry length of the flow cell is calculated based on laminar flow theory. 

The minimum length for laminar flow was found to be 3.3 mm for 10 sccm flow. The 

entry length designed for the flow cell is 10 mm. 

s
h

D

B

A

 
Figure 4.12 A. Schematic for flow model, B. Results of flow of air in the flow channel at 
19.8 cms-1. The flow profile at the inlet was uniform.  
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4.4.2 Other Considerations 

A qualitative analysis was performed using a finite element model in fluent. The 

parameters investigated are shown in Figure 4.12. In this 2D model the spacing between 

the cantilevers s  and the position of the cantilever in the flow were varied and the flow 

profiles in different flow velocities were analyzed. The objective of this analysis was to 

evaluate the spacing between the cantilevers that would ensure that the flow regime 

around all the 10 cantilevers was near identical. This analysis suggested that for the flow 

velocities in question, a spacing s  > 400 μm for cantilevers 10 μm thick would fulfill the 

objective. In reality the cantilevers used in this work are about 1.085 μm thick and a 

small spacing should suffice for the purposes listed. However in this design 

considerations of wirebonding and packaging dictated a cantilever spacing of 625 μm. 

This is clearly more than adequate for a uniform flow profile around the cantilevers.   

wc

hc

gc

Layout of The PuCA

wc =  13.6 mm
hc =  5.5 mm
gc =  625 μm
Contact pads = 300 μm x 300 μm

A

B

 
Figure 4.13 A. 10-cantilever PμCA, B. A single piezoresistive microcantilever. 
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4.5 Final Device Design 

4.5.1 Design of Piezoresistive Microcantilever Array 

The PμCA was designed with 10 cantilevers. The variations in cantilever 

parameters are shown in Table 4.1. The overall shape and dimension of the chip are 

shown in Figure 4.13. 

4.5.2 Matrix of Device Designs  

In order to evaluate the effect of geometric parameters on surface stress response, 

a large matrix of designs was implemented. Table 4.1 lists the various designs that have 

been fabricated in this work. The parameters that were varied in this work were cantilever 

length l , piezoresistor length Rl , and distance from the clamped end δ . The parameters 

that were not varied were piezoresistor width, Rw = 20 μm, and gap between the 

piezoresistors, g = 20 μm. 

Table 4.1 Matrix of cantilever designs. Cantilever length, piezoresistor length and 
distance from the clamped end of the cantilever were varied. 

 l =150 μm l = 300 μm l = 450 μm l = 600 μm l = 700 μm 

75/0,30,60 150/0,30,60 225/0,30,60 300/0,30,60 375/0,30,60

100/0,30 200/0,30,60 300/0,30,6 400/0,30,60 550/0,30,60

 
 

/Rl δ  (μm)
 

125/0 250/0,30 375/0,30,60 500/0,30,60 725/0 

 
A copy of masks designed for the fabrication process is included in Appendix A.    

4.6 Double-Sided Surface Stress Measurement 

4.6.1 Concept of Double-Sided Sensing 

In all existing work on surface stress-based chemical sensing with 

microcantilevers, only one side of the cantilever is functionalized. Surface stress 

associated with analyte binding results in deflection of the cantilever. This deflection may 

be measured using optical, capacitive, magnetic or other methods.  
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Chemical sensing with piezoresistive microcantilevers using single-sided sensing 

can, however, result in erroneous measurement of surface stress since surface stresses on 

the non-functionalized surface of the cantilever are not accounted for. One method of 

solving this problem is to functionalize both surfaces of the cantilever (double-sided 

stress measurement). In this case, both sides of the cantilever are functionalized. In the 

absence of a non-functionalized surface, erroneous measurement due to non-specific 

binding on the non-functionalized surface cannot occur. Double-sided surface stress, in a 

symmetric cantilever structure, results in an elongation or compression of the cantilever 

beam (Figure 4.15). These changes are more easily measured using piezoresistive 

techniques as compared to optical or capacitive methods.  

σs σs

σs

A

B
Si3N4: 100 nm

SiO2: 400 nm
Si3N4: 200 nm

Silicon: 340 nm
Top Si3N4

SiO2

Bottom Si3N4

Silicon

 
Figure 4.14 A. Cantilever deformation under SSS and DSS, B. Layer structure of 
cantilever beam structure used in this work. (σs - surface stress) 

Rasmussen et al. [10] showed, theoretically, that DSS measurement achieves 

higher stress sensitivities than SSS for piezoresistive cantilevers (all layers were assumed 

to have the same Young’s modulus). However no experimental verification of this 

sensing principle exists in current literature.  
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4.6.2 Design Issues 

The surface stress sensitivity for DSS and SSS measurement in a multilayered 

cantilever (Figure 4.15) was evaluated using an analytical model [11]. A comparison of 

DSS and SSS surface stress sensitivities showed that higher surface stress sensitivities 

can be achieved with DSS measurement for low nitride encapsulation thicknesses. 

However if fabrication or measurement issues mandate a thicker nitride encapsulation, 

SSS surface stress sensitivities may be larger. This analysis was performed for cantilever 

structures with no silicon dioxide layer.  

 
Figure 4.15. Calculated SSS and DSS surface stress sensitivity for varying bottom nitride 
thickness. 
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* Oxide thickness in real device

o
o

Surface stress sensitivities of fabricated device

 
Figure 4.16. Calculated SSS and DSS surface stress sensitivity for different oxide layer 
thickness. Surface stress sensitivity of the fabricated microcantilevers are indicated. 

In the experiments with DSS and SSS sensing, sensors optimized for SSS sensing 

[12] were used. DSS and SSS surface stress sensitivities for this cantilever structure are 

of comparable value (Figure 4.16).  

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter presents some novel aspects of design and application of 

piezoresistive microcantilevers: 

• A new surface stress model has been presented for evaluation of the effect of surface 

stress and intrinsic stresses in the layers of the cantilever.  

• A new model for thermomechanical vibration noise in piezoresistive microcantilevers 

for surface stress has been developed. 

• Analysis of double-sided measurement for surface stress measurement has been 

performed. 
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In addition to the above some ground rules for design of piezoresistive 

microcantilevers for surface stress measurement have been formulated. Based on these 

rules a piezoresistive microcantilever has been designed. The aspects of width of the 

resistor and gap between the resistors have not been included in the design of the 

piezoresistive microcantilevers used in this work. The fabricated devices have been tested 

to corroborate some of the findings of the parameter analysis in this chapter.  

Further discussion on the analysis in this chapter is taken up in chapter 9.   
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CHAPTER 5 

FABRICATION OF THE PμCA 

Equation Chapter 5 Section 1 
The previous chapter detailed the design of the piezoresistive microcantilever 

array. In this chapter issues related to fabrication and functionalization of the 

piezoresistive microcantilever array are discussed. Device fabrication was carried out at 

the Microelectronics Research Center at Georgia Tech based on the mask designs 

described in the previous chapter. 

5.1 Materials and Process Flow 

Fabrication of the PµCA was carried out using standard MEMS batch fabrication 

processes. An SOI wafer (SOITEC, Bernin, France) was chosen for device fabrication. 

The wafer specifications are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Specifications for SOI wafer.a 

Layer Layer thickness Specifications 
Device silicon layer 340 nm (100) SCS, p-type, 5-25 Ω-cm 
Buried oxide 400 nm Thermal oxide 
Handle wafer 525 µm (100) prime grade silicon 
a Wafer made using the Smartcut™ process. 

 

5.2 PµCA Fabrication 

The fabrication of the PµCA consisted of four essential steps. The fabrication 

process flow is shown in Figure 5.1. 

1. Resistor doping: The SOI wafers were doped by ion implantation with phosphorus 

(doping conditions: dose: 7×1014/cm2, energy: 120 keV) at Core Systems Inc. 

(Sunnyvale, CA) to create n-doped piezoresistors. To activate the dopant, the SOI wafers 

were annealed at 1050 oC, in a tube furnace, in N2 for 48 min. The resistivity of the 

silicon (measured by four-point probe measurement) was approximately 3.4 × 10-3 Ω-cm. 

The thickness of the buried oxide and device silicon layers of the SOI wafer (Table 5.2) 

were verified with a Nanospec 3000 refractometer (Nanometrics, Milpitas, CA). Initial 
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experiments on cantilever fabrication were carried out a SOI wafer (SIMGUI Technology 

Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China). The wafer had a buried oxide layer thickness of 300 nm and a 

device silicon layer thickness of 205 nm. To evaluate the doping and annealing 

conditions, the doping profile was measured using spread resistance analysis (Solecon 

Laboratories, Reno, NV). Figure 5.2 show a comparison between the measured doping 

profile and the one expected from modeling using MicroTec (Siborg Systems Inc., 

Ontario, Canada)- a software package for two-dimensional process and device 

simulation. The measured value of resistivity of the doped region (for the wafer from 

SIMGUI Corp.) is approximately 2.05x10-3 Ω-cm. 

  

 
Figure 5.1. PμCA fabrication process flow. 
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Figure 5.2 Doping profile of SOI wafer after doping and annealing. The measured 
profiles are compared to the profile evaluated theoretically. 

 

Figure 5.3. Resistivity measured from the doping profile measurement made using 
spreading resistance analysis (SRA). 
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At a later stage of this work wafers from SOITEC were used as the wafers from 

SIMGUI Corp. were found to unsuitable for the fabrication process described here. This 

was because the wafers were prepared in a SIMOX (silicon implanted oxide) process. 

This results in a low doping of the bulk silicon under the buried oxide layer. The final 

silicon etch is carried out in TMAH in this work. The oxide doping of the bulk silicon 

prevented this final etch and proved untenable for the design fabrication process.    

The doping and annealing of the SOI wafers from SOITEC were designed such 

that resistivity of the device silicon layer was 3.4x10-4 Ω-cm. 

 
Figure 5.4. Change in silicon nitride stress with N2 flow rate on Unaxis PECVD system. 

2. Device definition: The silicon piezoresistors were defined by reactive ion etching 

(RIE) the SOI wafers in an SF6/O2 plasma. Since the etch rate of SiO2 is negligible in 

such a plasma, the wafer was overetched to ensure that the silicon piezoresistors were 

well defined. A 3000-Å layer of gold was sputter-deposited and defined to create contacts 

to the piezoresistors (a 100-Å adhesion layer of titanium was used). A layer of silicon 

nitride was used to encapsulate the device (this will be referred to as “top nitride”). The 

top nitride layer was carefully chosen to have a compressive stress of -300 MPa (Figure 

5.4). As will be discussed later, the coating is important in the scheme of stress 

compensation that was evolved to create “flat” cantilevers. An aluminum layer was 
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sputter-deposited and patterned to create a mask for definition of the cantilevers and the 

chip. 

 
Figure 5.5. Piezoresistive microcantilever embedded in membrane released by TMAH 
etch. 

3. Membrane release: A 1.4-µm layer of low-stress silicon nitride (~ 30 MPa) was 

deposited on top of the aluminum mask, effectively burying the mask under a thick layer 

of silicon nitride. The nitride layer serves to strengthen the membrane area upon release. 

This step was followed by definition of the backside oxide and deep RIE of the wafer in a 

Plasmatherm inductively coupled plasma system (Unaxis, St. Petersburg, FL). Since the 

buried SiO2 is not a sacrificial layer but an integral part of the cantilever structure, it is 

not desirable to expose it to the DRIE etch plasma. The etch rate of SiO2 is approximately 

5 nm/cycle. Exposure to the DRIE plasma can alter the thickness of the 400-nm-thick 

SiO2 layer and thus alter the mechanical characteristics of the cantilever. Also, it is nearly 

impossible to ensure uniformity of the wafer etch. To circumvent these issues, the back-

side silicon etch was stopped 10 to 20 µm short of reaching the oxide layer, and the 
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remainder of the silicon was etched in a TMAH bath (10 wt % at 70 oC). A single-sided 

holder (AMMT, Frankenthal, Germany) was used to ensure that the aluminum mask was 

not attacked during this process. At the end of this step, the cantilever chip was defined 

and the cantilevers were embedded in the released membrane (Figure 5.5). 

  

Figure 5.6. Microcantilever definition is performed using the buried aluminum mask. The 
bottom aluminum layer prevents etching of the underside of the cantilever in the nitride 
etch plasma.  

4. Device release: After the wafer was rinsed in distilled water and carefully dried in a 

convection oven at 115 oC for 30 minutes, a layer of tensile silicon nitride was deposited 

from the backside of the wafer (referred to as “bottom nitride”). This layer is the last 

component of the stress-compensation scheme. A layer of aluminum (2500 Å) was 

deposited onto the back of the wafer. The nitride membrane was then etched from the top 

by RIE. The buried aluminum mask acts both to define the cantilevers and to open access 

to the gold contact pads. In the remainder of the membrane region, the aluminum layer 

deposited from the back serves to protect the backside of the cantilever from being etched 
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in the final membrane etch step (Figure 5.6). The aluminum layers on the top and the 

back are etched in aluminum etchant (Transene Inc., Danvers, MA) at 70 oC, after which 

the devices are rinsed, first in distilled water and then in methanol, and allowed to air-dry. 

This last step is to ensure that the cantilevers do not break due to surface-tension effects. 

The fabricated piezoresistive microcantilevers and the PμCA are shown in Figure 5.7 and 

Figure 5.8.  

 
 

 
Figure 5.7 Piezoresistive microcantilever in the PμCA. The distance from the clamping 
point (δ ) is 250 μm in this cantilever. 
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Figure 5.8 The ten-cantilever piezoresistive microcantilever array (PµCA). Evidence of 
TMAH etching can be seen in the edge of the silicon portion of the chip. 

5.3 Salient Features of PµCA Fabrication Process 

5.3.1 Tight control on layer dimensions  

Several fabrication processes require wet/dry etch of the SCS or oxide layers. 

Since these etches are often not limited by an etch-stop layer, variations in etch depth 

occur among different batches of wafers or even in the same wafer if the etching 

conditions are not uniform. In the fabrication process presented, the device dimensions 

depend on the initial thicknesses of the SCS, buried oxide, and nitride layers (see Figure 

5.9). The nitride layer deposition has been calibrated; uniformity across the deposition 

platen is within 1%. The deposition rate is also well-calibrated. The back-side etch in 

DRIE is stopped 10 to 20 µm short of the buried oxide layer to prevent etch of the layer 

in the DRIE plasma. The remainder of the silicon is etched in TMAH. In TMAH, the etch 

rate of silicon is almost four orders of magnitude higher than that of SiO2 [1]. Hence the 
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change in SiO2 layer thickness is very small, and the fabrication process is easily 

controlled. 

Bottom Nitride

Buried Oxide Layer

SCS and Top Nitride

Thin Gold Layer

Bottom Nitride

Buried Oxide Layer

SCS and Top Nitride

Thin Gold Layer

 

Figure 5.9. Cross section of the cantilever, showing the layer structure (with the 
piezoresistor). 

5.3.2 Robust design  

In all current AFM and surface stress cantilever designs, the piezoresistors are at 

the clamped end (δ  = 0 µm). In processing associated with these designs, it is crucial to 

ensure that the definition of the edge of the device (the clamped end of the cantilever) is 

accurate to within a few microns. This can give rise to numerous yield issues. Often very 

small batches of devices have to be etched to obtain the required uniformity. The design 

of the PµCA cantilevers with δ  > 50 µm makes the sensors insensitive to the exact 

position of the clamped end. If δ  is designed correctly, an error in the definition of the 
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clamped end ( δ δ ′− ) of up to 10 µm is acceptable (Figure 5.10). Also, overetching of 

the bulk silicon layer can be carried out with no detrimental effects on the device 

sensitivity. This is done to ensure all the bulk silicon under the cantilever is removed. 

 

100 μm

A B

100 μm100 μm

A B

 
Figure 5.10. PμCA microcantilever. A. δ = 0 μm and δ ′∼ 0 μm, B. δ = 50 μm and δ ′= 
10-15 μm. Correct design of the cantilever parameter, δ , ensures that the surface stress 
sensitivity of the cantilever shown in B is unaffected by small errors in etching of the 
bulk silicon ( δ δ ′− < 10 μm).  

The robust design and fabrication process lead to yields of as high as 80%. 

Currently, the critical-point dryer is not used for final device release, and several 

cantilevers break because of issues related to surface tension. Use of the critical-point 

dryer will improve yields further. 

5.4 Fabrication Issues 

5.4.1 Scheme of Stress Compensation.  

Figure 5.11.A shows the structure of the cantilever with the top and bottom nitride 

layers. Early attempts at fabrication resulted in highly curved cantilevers (Figure 5.11.B). 
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This was due to residual stresses in the layers of the cantilever device. While a large 

curvature in no way compromises the functionality or sensitivity of the PµCA, 

functionalization of such cantilevers by way of spotting, using systems such as the 

NanoeNabler™ (BioForce Nanosciences Inc., Ames, Iowa), or metal deposition is 

extremely difficult. Hence a scheme for curvature compensation was devised to allow for 

reduction in curvature of the cantilever. Since the stress in the SCS and SiO2 layers of the 

wafer depend on the way that the wafer is manufactured, we sought to control the 

curvature of the cantilevers by controlling the stresses in the remainder of the layers.  

Top Si3N4

SiO2

Bottom Si3N4

Silicon

A B

Top Si3N4

SiO2

Bottom Si3N4

Silicon

A B

 
Figure 5.11. A. Layer structure of the cantilever. B. Curvature of a cantilever fabricated 
without the appropriate stress compensation for flat cantilevers.  

The stress in the silicon nitride film grown by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor 

deposition (PECVD) (Unaxis 7900 PECVD, St. Petersburg, FL) can be controlled by 

changing the nitrogen flow rate during deposition (Figure 5.4). These stresses were 

evaluated using the Stoney equation [2]. A known thickness of silicon nitride was 

deposited on a silicon wafer for various nitrogen flow rates. The curvature of the wafer 

was measured on a Tencor KLA profilometer (KLA-Tencor Corp., San José, CA) before 

and after deposition, and the stress in the film was estimated.  

The stress compensation scheme could have been implemented with a single layer 

of nitride on the top; however, adding a nitride layer on the back serves two purposes. It 

ensures that neither of the nitride layers has very large stresses. Also, by using a thinner 
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top nitride layer and a thicker bottom nitride layer, the neutral axis of the cantilever is 

lowered, and the surface stress sensitivity of the cantilever increases with bottom nitride 

thickness up to approximately 130 nm (Figure 5.12). Stress in the thermal SiO2 layer was 

based on values found in the literature. Stresses in the gold layers deposited on the 

cantilever via sputter deposition were estimated using the method described above.  

 

 
Figure 5.12. Variation of surface stress sensitivity with thickness of bottom nitride layer. 

Compensation of the residual stresses in the films to control curvature of the 

cantilever was performed by carefully choosing the appropriate thickness and stress in the 

top and bottom nitride layers. The cantilever curvature model described earlier was 

implemented in MATLAB™. Table 5.2 lists the values of the mechanical properties of 

the various layers that were used in the implementation of this model.  
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Table 5.2. Mechanical properties and residual stress in various layers of the cantilever. 

Layer Si3N4 
(top) SCS SiO2 

Si3N4 
(bottom) 

Young’s modulus (MPa) 160 169 75 160 
Poisson ratio 0.24 0.27 0.17 0.24 
Thickness (nm) 100 340 400 200 
Residual stress (MPa) -300 200 -270 270 
 

Using (4.21), assuming that no surface stresses are present and that all curvature 

is on account of intrinsic stresses in the cantilever, we can write  

⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
=⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠
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Using the values from Table 5.2, 
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Curvature of the cantilever in the longitudinal direction is approximately -28 mm 

(the negative sign shows the direction of curvature; in this case, the minus sign indicates 

a downward curve). Also, using (4.2) and setting Rz z= , we find that the strain in the 

piezoresistor is underestimated by 2.5% (for this set of residual stresses) if the coupling 

term B  is ignored. While the curvature in this case is designed to be large (for flat 

cantilevers), it is apparent that curvature of the cantilever is a function of the mechanical 

properties of the layers and residual stresses. The curvature of the cantilever for a given 

set of layer materials can be changed by changing the layer thicknesses or residual 

stresses or both. Figure 5.13 shows the change in curvature of the cantilever for different 

bottom nitride thicknesses for fixed residual stresses in the layers (see Table 5.2). The 
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cantilever is completely flat for a bottom nitride thickness of approximately 195.8 nm 

under the said conditions. (The residual stress in the SCS layer was evaluated from the 

curvature model in an earlier iteration wherein all other stresses and film thicknesses 

were known.) Also, different regions of the cantilever have different layer structures. 

However, based on our experience, the curvature of the cantilever is fairly accurately 

modeled by approximating the entire cantilever to the structure in Figure 5.11.A. 

 
Figure 5.13. Change in radius of curvature with increasing thickness of bottom (tensile) 
nitride layer. At approximately 200 nm, it approaches infinity; i.e., the cantilever is 
almost flat. 

5.4.2 Functionalization of Cantilevers.  

Our current experiments with PµCAs involved using a cantilever functionalized 

with gold (50 nm) on the top surface to detect 6-mercapto-1-hexanol. In the past, various 

groups have functionalized cantilever surfaces with materials such as metals, polymers, 

and DNA [3]. The fabrication process developed allows for deposition of metals on the 

cantilever during the cantilever fabrication. However, poor adhesion of the gold was 
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noticed in some devices. The likely reason for the delamination of the gold 

functionalization layer is the high interface stresses that develop during the processing. 

 
Figure 5.14 Delamination of gold from cantilever surface due to large interfacial stresses. 

An alternative method that has been implemented is the use of a shadow masking 

process for the deposition of metals. A shadow mask was made by using 

stereolithography (SLA) [4]. The mask was designed to allow for easy alignment and 

selective metallization of the cantilevers in a sputtering system. Figure 5.15 shows the 

manner in which the two halves of the mask are placed around the PμCA. The device is 

placed on the lower half and fixed in place with double-sided sticky tape. Alignment is 

carried out once the top mask is put on to ensure the cantilevers to be coated are in the 

line-of-sight. The holes over the cantilevers that are to be left uncoated are either blocked 

with a specially designed SLA cover or with tape. 

Preparation of samples for double-sided measurement was carried out in the same 

manner. The SLA mask shown in Figure 5.15 has holes for metallization on both top and 
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bottom halves. Devices used for double-sided measurement were taken through two 

cycles of coating, ensuring at all times that the reference cantilevers are not coated.       

 
Figure 5.15. Scheme for metallization of the piezoresistive microcantilevers after 
fabrication. 

5.5 Conclusions 

A robust method of fabrication of the piezoresistive microcantilever devices has 

been developed. Cleanliness of the sample, the device surface and, often, the equipment 

used for fabrication has been found to be crucial in ensuring good contact of electrical 

purposes and good adhesion of various layers in this fabrication process.  

The analytical model for surface stress developed in Chapter 4 may be used to 

control the curvature of the cantilever based on the stresses in the various layers. Some 

issues of delamination of gold from the cantilever surface are not completely understood. 

These are possibly due to large interfacial stresses and could potentially be resolved by 

choosing alternative materials or deposition processes. 
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The chapters that follow discuss issues of characterization and testing of the 

PμCA that has been fabricated. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MECHANICAL AND THERMAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Equation Chapter 6 Section 1 
In the previous chapter issues related to fabrication and functionalization of the 

PμCA was discussed. This chapter investigates the mechanical and thermal 

characteristics of the cantilevers fabricated. Issues related to electrical characterization of 

the cantilevers and electronic noise issues have been discussed in the relevant portions of 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Mechanical and thermal characterization has aided understanding of 

the operational characteristics of these cantilevers and selection of the appropriate range 

of operation of these sensors.    

6.1 Mechanical Characterization 

6.1.1 Measurement of Natural Frequency of Cantilevers 

The natural frequency of the piezoresistive microcantilevers was evaluated using 

a Digital Instruments Multimode AFM (Veeco Inc., Santa Barbara, CA). The 10-

cantilever PμCA was diced into individual 1.5 mm x 2.5 mm dies to allow it to be used 

on the AFM. The entire device was coated with photoresist that was baked at 80 oC for 2 

hours to ensure the cantilevers did not break in the dicing process. Measurements were 

made under ambient conditions.       

The natural frequency measurement with a cantilever with a free length (length 

from the clamping point) of 517 μm long piezoresistor is shown in Figure 6.1. The 

natural frequency was evaluated at 50.59 kHz. A second measurement with a cantilever 

with a shorter free length of 321 μm yielded a natural frequency of 117.16 kHz.  
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Figure 6.1 Measurement of natural frequency of a 517 μm cantilever. Phase response of 
the cantilever is overlain in the plot. 

6.1.2 Measurement of Gauge Factor of Cantilevers 

The gauge factor of the single crystal silicon of the cantilevers was required for an 

accurate measure of the surface stress sensitivity of the cantilever. In order to evaluate the 

gauge factor, the deflection sensitivity of the surface stress sensitive microcantilever was 

evaluated. 

6.1.2.1 Calculation of Gauge Factor  

In piezoresistive microcantilever probes used on AFM systems, the piezoresistor 

is placed at the clamped end since this represents the region of maximum stress. The 

effect of tip deflection of the cantilever can be calculated using a simple equation for 

moment generated at the clamped end of the cantilever [1]. In the surface stress sensitive 

microcantilevers used in this work, the piezoresistive response to tip deflection is 

evaluated by calculating the average stress over the length of the piezoresistor (Figure 

6.2). 
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Figure 6.2 Schematic showing cantilever cross-section and the method of deflection of 
piezoresistive microcantilever. A known deflection is achieved by using a stiff AFM 
probe. 

If a force of F  applied at the cantilever tip, the moment ( xM ) at a distance x  

from the tip of the piezoresistor of length Rl  on a cantilever of length l  (Figure 6.2), is 

given by 

( )x RM F l l x= − +     (6.1) 
The resultant surface stress at a piezoresistor placed at a distance y  above the neutral 

axis of the cantilever cross-section, with an area moment of inertia of I , is 

x
x

M y
I

σ =
     (6.2) 

The average stress experienced by the piezoresistor is  
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If deflection of the cantilever with spring constant cantileverk  is zΔ , cantileverF k z= Δ  and the 

piezoresistive response of the cantilever, based on the longitudinal piezoresistive 

coefficient, is given by 

2
R

longitudinal longitudinal cantilever
lR yk l z

R I
π σ π ⎛ ⎞Δ ⎛ ⎞= = − Δ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
  (6.5) 

The spring constant of the cantilever, 
( )

3

3
cantilever

cantilever
R

EI
k

l
= , ( )cantilever

EI  is the flexural 

rigidity of the cantilever based on the material properties of the multilayered cantilever 

[1]. The stiffness of the cantilever has been calculated based on the length of the 

piezoresistor ( Rl ) as opposed to the length of the cantilever ( l ). This is an acceptable 

approximation since in all the experiments performed the point of application of force 

was the tip of the piezoresistor. 

Incorporating the expression for spring constant, the piezoresistive response to tip 

deflection may be written as 
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An effective Young’s modulus E′  is evaluated as 
( )cantilever
EI

E
I

′ =  and the 

piezoresistive response may be expressed as 
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  (6.7) 

The gauge factor, longitudinalK E π′=  may be evaluated from (6.7). This expression 

also shows that the deflection sensitivity of the cantilever for surface stress detection 

decreases with increase in length of the piezoresistor length. 
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6.1.2.2 Experimental Evaluation of Deflection Sensitivity 

Experiments for deflection sensitivity were performed on a Vecco Dimension 

3100 AFM (Vecco Inc., Santa Barbara, CA). A stiff AFM probe with a spring constant of 

40 N/m (Nanoprobes Inc., Yaphank, NY) was used to deflect a piezoresistive 

microcantilever at a frequency of 7 Hz with a peak-to-peak deflection amplitude of 2 μm. 

As mentioned in the previous section, in all experiments the point of the interaction of the 

AFM probe tip and the piezoresistor was the tip of the piezoresistor. The layer structure 

of the cantilever has been described in Chapter 5. The dimensions of the cantilever used 

in this experiment were l  = 450 μm, Rl  = 400 μm and y  = 325 nm.  

The nominal resistance of the cantilever was 3.46 kΩ. Measurement of deflection 

sensitivity was performed using a 10-channel CMOS chip developed at Oak Ridge 

National Laboratories [2]. The voltage-resistance characteristics of the CMOS chip is 

shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3 Voltage sensitivity of the 10-channel CMOS chip to resistance change in the 
piezoresistive microcantilever [2]. The voltage sensitivity at 3.46 kΩ is 4.4x10-4 V/Ω.  
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The peak-to-peak amplitude of the voltage response to the 2 μm deflection was 

approximately 200 μV, which is equivalent to a resistance change of 0.45 Ω. This leads 

to an estimate of gauge factor of K  = - 49.58. Typically silicon gauge factors are in the 

range of -100 to -140 [3, 4]. However the gauge factor evaluated here is for a highly 

doped silicon piezoresistor which is incorporated in a silicon cantilever. Hence the effect 

gauge factor of the sensor is lower than for single crystal silicon. 

6.2 Thermal Characterization 

6.2.1 Introduction 

Thermal characterization of the piezoresistive microcantilevers was performed for 

two distinct reasons. As will be discussed in Chapter 7, resistance measurement in this 

work has been performed using PSD techniques. Since this involves excitation of the 

cantilevers with AC signals, it was important to evaluate the response of the cantilevers 

to such excitation and to determine if thermal variations were introduced in the cantilever 

by the AC signals. The concern was that cantilever resistance might vary significantly 

due to AC excitation. This could lead to erroneous measurement. The second reason for 

these experiments was that thermal characterization of the cantilever would allow for 

temperature control during chemical measurement. This could, potentially, be used to 

measure kinetics of the analyte binding or dissociation process.   

The following issues have been taken up for study in this work: 

1. Modeling of the cantilevers to predict cantilever response. 

2. Characterization of the temperature coefficient of resistance of the silicon 

piezoresistors. 

3. Response of the cantilevers to DC and sinusoidal excitation. 

4. Evaluation of microscale convection heat transfer coefficients. 

5. Operation of heated cantilever array. 

6.2.2 Background 

Thermal models to predict the thermal response of microcantilever and 

microheater systems have been developed [5, 6]. These frequency-response based models 
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can only predict the thermal response once steady-state has been achieved. Prediction of 

the initial transients is possible only with a time-domain based model. This is particularly 

important in understanding the rate and nature of chemical reactions because in several 

systems the reaction is complete before system comes to steady-state thermal operation. 

A crucial component of the development of a thermal model is to understand the 

magnitude and the nature of heat transfer from the heated microdevice. Heat transfer 

relations for macro-scaled devices based on natural convection suggest heat transfer 

coefficients of the order of 10 W/m2K. However work by several groups [5-7] suggests 

heat transfer coefficients are much higher at micron scales. Further Guo et al. [8] have 

suggested that heat transfer to air at micron length-scales occurs by way of conduction 

rather than natural convection. However, for the purposes of modeling, the heat transfer 

to air may be expressed as an effective heat transfer coefficient (heff) which can then be 

used to evaluate thermal properties of the surrounding air (or fluid medium). In the rest of 

this document this ‘heff’ is referred to simply as ‘h’.  

The current work seeks to develop a thermal model for a piezoresistive 

microcantilever and evaluate the values of heff over a range of temperature of ambient to 

150 oC since these are the expected working conditions of the piezoresistive cantilevers 

in use in this work. Another reason for development of the thermal model is to able to 

evaluate the appropriate operational range of the piezoresistive microcantilevers such that 

electrical excitation does not cause large thermal oscillations in the microcantilevers. 

Finally the model could be used as tool for open or closed loop control of temperature in 

the microcantilever.  

6.2.3 Model for Heat Transfer from Piezoresistive Microcantilevers 

In order to create a model to accurately predict thermal behavior of the cantilever, 

the following assumptions were made: 

• The cantilever is assumed to have a rectangular cross-section. 

• The clamped end of the cantilever is at ambient temperature (Tamb). 

• The free end is adiabatic (area of heat transfer at the free end is 0.1% of total surface 

area).  

• Temperature across each cross-section of the cantilever is uniform ( Bi  ∼ 7x10-3). 
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• There is no heating in sections where the piezoresistor does not extend. 

• All material properties are temperature independent. 

Convective heat transfer

Tambient , heff

Silicon heat sink Cantilever Piezoresistor

w

Conductive 
heat transfer

l

lR

 

Figure 6.4 Schematic of heat transfer from a piezoresistive microcantilever. 

The simple PDE describing the cantilever section with the doped silicon 

piezoresistor is,  
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iρ  is the density, ik  is the thermal conductivity and iν  the volume fraction of the thi  

material layer. cA  and pA  are the cross-section of the cantilever and the piezoresistor 

respectively. 
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Here ( ) ( ), , ambx t T x t Tθ = − , ( )s θ  is the temperature dependent resistivity of the 

piezoresistor and cV  is the voltage across the cantilever. The boundary conditions 

associated with this model are: 

( )0, 0tθ = , ( ), 0x tθ =   and  ( ),
0

l t
x

θ∂
=

∂
   (6.11) 

 

The first two boundary condition states that temperature at the clamped end is 

always at ambient temperature and the second that at t  = 0, the entire cantilever is at 

ambient temperature. The third boundary condition establishes an adiabatic boundary 

condition at the free end of the cantilever.   

The schematic in Figure 6.4 shows the heat transfer phenomena associated with 

cantilever operation. Heat generation occurs only in the region with the piezoresistor. The 

finite element model accounts for this effect and heating is limited to the portion of the 

cantilever with the piezoresistor. In the unheated portion of the cantilever, 0c = . All 

material properties used in (6.9) were based on values reported in literature [4, 9-11].  

An analytical solution was developed for this system (Appendix C). This closed 

form solution can be obtained only if the cantilever resistance in (6.10) and the heat 

transfer coefficient in (6.9) are constants. In order to model the cantilever heating better, 

a finite difference solution was developed to include the instantaneous cantilever 

resistance, ( )cR θ . The finite difference solution may be written in the form,    
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where 0C  and 1C  are constants associated with the thermal dependence of cantilever 

resistance on temperature such that ( ) ( )0 1cR T C C T= +  and T  is temperature of the 

piezoresistor in degrees centigrade. The resistance of the cantilever, based on the thermal 

profile developed due to ohmic heating, is given by:  

    ( ) ( )( )0 0

2 ,cl

c
p

R t R s x t dx
A

θ= + ∫    (6.13) 

While an implicit finite difference formulation could have been used for the case 

when heat transfer coefficient is constant, this is not possible when a thermal dependence 
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on temperature, ( )h h θ= , is assumed. In order to evaluate the accuracy of finite 

difference solution, for a constant heat transfer coefficient ( h ) and input voltage ( inV ), it 

was compared with an analytical solution (Appendix C) to (6.8) and found to agree 

within 0.6% with a time step ( tΔ ) of 1 μs and step length ( xΔ ) of 6 μm. Higher accuracy 

may be achieved by smaller time and spatial steps but this increases the simulation time 

significantly. All work presented here was based on an explicit finite difference 

formulation.  

6.2.4 Device Details 

In order to evaluate the effect of various design parameters, cantilevers with 

different cantilever and resistor lengths were design and fabricated. In our current 

measurements were made with two chips. The design parameters associated with these 

devices are listed in Table 6.1. The materials properties of the multilayered cantilever and 

cantilever dimension define the heat capacity of the cantilever while the heat flux is 

related to the length of the cantilever resistor. Since the specific resistivity and cross-

section of the silicon piezoresistor are the same for all the cantilever designs, the length 

of the resistor is the measure of the heat dissipated by the cantilever. 

Table 6.1 Design parameters of cantilever chips used in experiments. Cantilevers have 
been referred to as ‘Cant’ in this table. All dimensions are in microns. 

Device No. Cant 1 Cant 2 Cant 3 Cant 4 Cant 5 Cant 6 
Device 1: 

Rl  = 400, 
δ  = 0 

l  = 475 l  = 425 l  = 625 l  = 575 X X 

Device 2: 
l  = 750, 
δ  = 0 

Rl  = 650 Rl  = 550 Rl  = 460 Rl  = 725 Rl  = 550 Rl  = 375

6.2.5 Experimental Design 

The initial measurements on temperature coefficient on resistance were made on 

two separate chips to ensure electrical properties did not show large variation over the 

wafer. Once this was established, subsequent DC characterization experiments were 

carried out with a single chip (device 2) with six different cantilever designs. This 
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allowed for evaluation of heat transfer properties at the length scales associated with the 

cantilevers. The cantilever thermal characteristics were found to be very repeatable and 

strongly correlated with the cantilever geometry. This justified the use of a single 

cantilever to perform the thermal characterization experiments to evaluate frequency 

response of the cantilever to various sinusoidal inputs.   

6.2.6 Measurement Setup 

The PµCA was wire-bonded onto a gold package and the selected cantilever was 

placed in series with a carbon ballast resistor of 4.130 kΩ (±1%). A DS345 signal 

generator (SRS Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA) was used to apply a voltage ( )inV t  across 

the circuit (Figure 6.5). The output voltage, ( )outV t , was measured, across the ballast 

resistor, on a TDS3032 oscilloscope (Tektronix, Richardson, TX). The voltage across the 

piezoresistor, ( ) ( ) ( )c in outV t V t V t= − . Each waveform was averaged 2,500 times, using a 

program written in LabVIEW, to reduce measurement noise. 

RC

RB

Vin

CC

CB
Vout

i a

b

c

 
Figure 6.5 Circuit for measurement of cantilever resistance. The circuit capacitances were 
evaluated using impedance analysis. 
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6.2.7 Characterization of Measurement Setup 

6.2.7.1 Characterization of the Input Source 

In order to evaluate the relationship between input voltage and cantilever thermal 

response, it was important to verify the power being delivered to cantilever by the input 

power supply- a DS345 signal generator (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). 

Hence spectral analysis of the cantilever input was carried out. At frequencies lower than 

100 kHz, the harmonic distortion in the DS354 is less than 55 dB [12]. Figure 6.6 shows 

the frequency spectrum associated with a representative input voltage. Harmonics noticed 

in the spectrum were 3 orders of magnitude lower than the principal input frequency. If 

these are ignored in measurement of resistance, errors in measurement of resistance of the 

order of 5-10 Ω are possible.  

 

Figure 6.6 Frequency spectrum of the signal generator output for a 1V output at 1 kHz. 

6.2.7.2 Characterization of the Ballast Resistor 

At very low frequencies, resistance of the cantilever at any time, t , is given by 

        ( ) ( ( ) / ( ) 1)c in out bR t V t V t R= −     (6.14) 
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However this relation is valid only for a limited frequency range in which the 

reactance of the ballast resistor is small. The ballast resistor impedance was evaluated 

using a Solartron SI 1260 impedance analyzer (Solartron, Hamshire, UK). The 

impedance plot suggests that (6.14) is not valid for frequencies of 10 kHz and higher. The 

ballast resistor impedance could be modeled as resistor ( bR ) and a capacitor ( bC ) in 

parallel (Figure 6.5). In a similar fashion, impedance analysis of the cantilever showed 

that the piezoresistor can be modeled as a resistor ( cR ) and capacitor ( cC ) in parallel. 

Impedance analysis of connectors and wiring in the measurement circuit suggested that 

these impedances were negligible. Hence these were ignored in the complete circuit 

shown in Figure 6.5. The values of the circuit parameters evaluated were BR = 4316 Ω  

and BC = 79.63 pF (Figure 6.7). Impedance analysis of the cantilever used for AC 

characterization was performed at several different amplitudes ranging from 0.1 V to 3 V 

and in each case we found the cantilever capacitance could be modeled effectively with 

CC  =  9.76 pF.  

 

Figure 6.7 Impedance characteristics of ballast resistor. 
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6.2.8 Measurement of Cantilever Resistance 

At frequencies higher than 10 kHz, impedance characteristics of the measurement 

circuit and the cantilever piezoresistor must be accounted for in order the measure 

cantilever resistance. The current flowing in the resistance measurement circuit (Figure 

6.5) is described by the equation,  

ab ab bc bc
C B

C B

V dV V dVi C C
R dt R dt

= + = +     (6.15)  

where,     ,bc out ab in outV V V V V= = −     (6.16)  

Two distinct methods were used to measure resistance: 

1. Measurements were made using the raw data obtained from experiment. inV  and outV  

are obtained from the experiment. Using the relations (6.15) and (6.16),  the cantilever 

resistance a function of time, CR , can be obtained directly. The issue with this approach 

is the measurement of derivatives abV  and bcV . The derivative is measured as dV V
dt t

Δ
=

Δ
. 

As pointed out earlier, the oscilloscope used for measurement had a resolution of 1 mV. 

This resulted in measurements with associated quantization errors. Also there were 

numerous high frequency components in the spectra of both inV  and outV . In order to 

reduced the noise associated with the measurement of the derivative, tΔ  was chosen such 

that 
s

kt
f

Δ =  where k  is an integer constant and sf  is the sampling frequency associated 

with the measurement. Choosing a large k  reduces measurement noise. However this 

method also serves to filter the measured signal with a low pass filter with a cutoff 

frequency of sf
k

. In some measurements k  > 10 were required to reduce measurement 

noise. However a significant noise level in the measurements, associated with the noise 

floor, remains. For an excitation frequency of 1 kHz, for the sampling period used in 

these experiments, the sampling frequency was 5 MHz. 

2. A second method of measurement was developed, based on the inspection of the 

spectra  inV  and outV . Figure 6.6 shows the noise in the measurement is principally due to 

the existence of significant subharmonic and harmonic components. However beyond 
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3ω , where ω  is the excitation frequency, these have a very limited influence on the 

heating and therefore resistance of the piezoresistor. Hence the input and output 

waveforms, inV  and outV , were fit in MATLAB with a Fourier series of the form:  

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

0 1 1 2 2

3 3 4 4

1 1cos sin cos sin
2 2

cos 2 sin 2 cos 3 sin 3

V t a a t b t a t b t

a t b t a t b t

ω ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

+ + + +
  (6.17) 

The Fourier fit ignores the effects of noise over a large range of frequencies acts 

to filter noise associated with the noise floor. It does however account for all the 

significant harmonics and subharmonics associated with the physical phenomenon at 

hand. However it should be noted this may only be done if the SNR is large. Using this 

form of the equation and the relations described in  (6.15) and (6.16), cantilever 

resistance was evaluated as  function of time. In this work, this method has been used to 

evaluate cantilever resistance with various excitation frequencies.  

6.2.9 Thermal Characterization of Microcantilevers 

6.2.9.1 Thermal Calibration of Devices 

In order to evaluate the relationship between cantilever resistance ( cR ) and 

cantilever temperature ( cT ), calibration of the cantilevers was carried out. The PμCA was 

glued to a gold package with a silver thermal epoxy (SPI Supplies, Chester, PA) and the 

chip temperature was monitored using a J-type thermocouple bonded to the package 

using the thermal epoxy. Cantilever resistance was measured with a Keithley 2400 

Sourcemeter (Keithley Instruments Inc., Cleveland, OH) with source current of 10 μA. 

The package was placed on a hotplate and the temperature was slowly ramped to 150 oC. 

Figure 6.8 shows plots of the temperature-resistance calibration for device 2 (table 1).  
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Figure 6.8 Temperature-resistance calibrations of cantilevers with different resistor 
lengths. 

Thermal calibration of the cantilevers on device 1 was also carried out. This 

device consists of cantilevers of the same resistor length and different cantilever lengths 

and the calibration curves of these cantilevers were near identical. The average 

temperature coefficient of resistance of these curves is 6.525 Ω/K with a standard 

deviation of 0.19 Ω/K. In order to evaluate the effect of resistor length, further 

experiments were carried out on device 2 (different piezoresistor lengths). 

The temperature coefficient of resistivity of the piezoresistors associated with the 

different cantilever designs is shown in Figure 6.9. The temperature coefficient of 

resistivity predicted based on work by Reggiani et al. [13] for the doping conditions used 

is 5.495 x 10-8 Ω-m/K. Measured values of temperature coefficient of resistivity were 

within 13.9 % of the predicted value. Discrepancies in this value may have arisen from 

small differences in the doping profile (from that predicted by the model; refer Chapter 

5), actual geometric parameters of the piezoresistor (from designed values) and errors in 

the thermal calibration process.   
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Figure 6.9 Temperature coefficient of resistivity of the cantilevers. 

 

Figure 6.10 Cantilever average temperatures for various voltage inputs. Since thermal 
calibration was performed up to 150 oC, voltage values that are associated with higher 
temperatures are not shown. 
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6.2.9.2 DC Calibration 

In order to evaluate the DC response of the cantilevers, the cantilevers on device 2 

(Table 6.1) were placed in the calibration circuit and the cantilever response to different 

DC input voltages was evaluated. In Figure 6.10 the temperature associated with ohmic 

heated is presented. This was evaluated using the calibration curves in Figure 6.8. The 

cantilever temperature is proportional to power delivered to the device. Also the identical 

cantilevers (length: 550 μm) showed near identical response as expected. 

6.2.9.3 Evaluation of Effective Heat Transfer Coefficient 

 
Figure 6.11 Flow-chart for minimization routine used to evaluate thermal dependence of 
heat transfer coefficient. 

The finite difference thermal model (6.12) was coupled with a temperature-

dependent heat transfer coefficient of the form ( ) 2 3
0 1 2 3h f f f fθ θ θ θ= + + + . The data 

presented in Figure 6.10 was used to evaluate the constants 0f , 1f , 2f  and 3f . A 

minimization algorithm was implemented in MATLAB™ to evaluate the constants. The 
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logic flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6.11. The criterion for minimization was 

that the value of resistance evaluated based on  ( )h θ  and the thermal model was within 

0.2 % of the measured value of resistance for a given voltage input.  

Figure 6.12 shows nature of the thermal dependence of heat transfer coefficient 

on cantilever local temperature. The nature of the plot suggests that the heat transfer 

coefficient is not independent of the piezoresistor length. However the equations of heat 

transfer do not suggest any definitive relationship between the heat transfer coefficient 

evaluated and the length of the piezoresistor.  

 
Figure 6.12 Temperature dependence of heat transfer coefficient for different 
piezoresistor lengths. 

It should be noted that the thermal model used in this work does not account for 

the thermal dependence of material properties over the temperature range investigated in 

this work (20 oC – 150 oC). The material properties associated with the model are 

calculated based on volume fractions of various materials; this may account for the 

dependence of heat transfer coefficient on the geometry of the piezoresistive 
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microcantilever (Figure 6.12). No physical explanation of the results is offered in this 

work.  

6.2.9.4 Cantilever Response to Sinusoidal Inputs 

The cantilever was excited with various input voltages at frequencies ranging 

from 25 Hz to 100 kHz and the average resistance and resistance amplitude 

corresponding to this excitation was evaluated. All measurements on response to 

sinusoidal inputs were performed on the cantilever with Rl = 650 μm. Figure 6.13 and 

Figure 6.14 show the cantilever response to sinusoidal inputs at different RMS voltages.  

The sinusoidal response at 5 V-rms and 7 V-rms was simulated with the thermal 

model for the microcantilever. In each case, the input excitation consisted of an AC and 

DC component. This was to ensure that current in the measurement is always non-zero. 

This allows for an evaluation of resistance using the equations outlined at all times. 

 
Figure 6.13 Amplitude of resistance response at different excitation frequencies. 
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Figure 6.15 shows a comparison of the resistance amplitude and resistance mean 

of the cantilever over the range of frequencies investigated. The simulated response 

matches up with measured values of resistance average and amplitude extremely well. 

The error in simulation of resistance amplitude at frequencies lower than 1 kHz is within 

15 Ω. Errors in simulation of average resistance were smaller. Measurement of resistance 

at frequencies higher than 1 kHz falls within the range of quantization error of the 

oscilloscope use for data acquisition (Tektronix TDS 3012B, Tektronix Inc., Richardson, 

TX). 

 

 
Figure 6.14 Average resistance of the piezoresistor for resistive heating at different 
frequencies. 
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Figure 6.15 Comparison of simulation results with experimentally measured values. Top: 
Resistance amplitude of the piezoresistor. Bottom: Average resistance of the 
piezoresistor. 

6.2.9.5 Analysis of Sinusoidal Response 

The results from the thermal analysis show that the piezoresistor acts like a first 

order thermal filter. At low frequencies large resistance amplitudes (implying large 

amplitude of temperature change) are seen which suggest that the piezoresistor follows 

the input excitation frequency closely. At frequencies higher than 500 Hz (this 

corresponds, roughly, to the measured time constant for the cantilever), the amplitude of 

oscillation decreases. This is due to the cantilever is not being able to respond thermally 

to electrical excitation at higher frequencies.  

6.2.10 Measurement in Flow Conditions 

During analyte measurement with the PμCA in the flow setup (§ 7.2), conditions 

around the cantilever are different from those in which the thermal measurements 
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presented above were made. To evaluate the effect of flow on the thermal behavior of the 

cantilever, the PμCA was mounted on a flow cell and DC calibration measurements were 

made a various flow rates of N2 gas. Figure 6.16 shows the thermal behavior of the 

cantilever under these conditions. These measurements were made with a single 

cantilever (cantilever 2 on device 1- refer Table 6.1). As expected the thermal response of 

the cantilever at high flow rates is fairly limited. The heat transfer coefficients evaluated 

in this work are valid for ambient conditions. The thermal dependence of the heat transfer 

coefficient under flow conditions may be evaluated using the same techniques.  

The experiment was repeated with helium gas at the same flow rates and a 

different set of thermal response curves was obtained. This suggests the cantilever can be 

used to identify different carrier gases and flow rate conditions. Also by repeating the 

analysis carried out at ambient conditions valuable information on heat transfer 

coefficient of the gases under different flow conditions can be evaluated. 

 
Figure 6.16 Thermal response of the cantilever, in the flow measurement setup, to DC 
excitation at different flow rates. 
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6.2.11 Array Operation 

6.2.11.1 Demonstration of Array Operation 

The PμCA used in this work has 10 cantilevers. In order to evaluate whether the 

cantilever array could be used an array of sensors at different operational temperatures, 

the cantilevers were heated with three separate power supplies as shown in Figure 7.2 and 

measurements were made on an Infrascope II infrared camera (Quantum Focus 

Instruments Corp., Vista, CA). The measurement showed the expected result which was 

that different cantilever temperatures and, in this particular experiment, different zones of 

thermal interrogation can be set up during analyte measurement. Experiments of this 

nature are discussed in Chapter 8.   

6.2.11.2  Thermal Cross-talk in Array 

An important issue to evaluate when using the PμCA as a thermal cantilever array 

is the effect of heating of a cantilever on other cantilevers in the array. In order to 

investigate this, measurements were made on a cantilever chip. The cantilever was heated 

with a DC power supply so that the temperature of the cantilever was maintained at 100 
oC under ambient conditions. Resistance of adjacent cantilevers was interrogated with a 

Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter (Keithley Instruments Inc., Cleveland, OH) with a source 

current of 10 μA (Figure 6.17). Heating associated with this value of current is negligible. 

Resistance change, under these experimental conditions, in the immediately adjacent 

cantilever was approximately 1 Ω . This corresponds to a temperature rise of 

approximately 0.1 oC. Also in the experiment, cantilevers at the center and edge of the 

array were heated and the same effect was noticed. Cantilevers not immediately 

adjacently to the heated cantilever did not show any change in resistance. Hence these 

may be assumed to be unaffected by the thermal effects in the heated cantilever.     
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Figure 6.17 Measurement setup for investigation of effect of heating on adjacent 
cantilevers. 

6.3 Measurement Space for Piezoresistance Measurement 

The mechanical and thermal calibration studies of the PμCA serve as indicators of 

the appropriate range of operation. In Chapter 7, the method of electrical resistance 

measurement of the piezoresistive microcantilevers is discussed. Measurement of 

resistance is made, in this work, using small AC voltages. The choice of the excitation 

voltage and frequency may be made based on device characteristics and limitations of the 

measurement system. 

The mechanical characterization indicated that natural frequencies of the 

cantilevers are higher than 30 kHz for the longest cantilevers (700 μm in length). It has 

been seen that electrical excitation of a mechanical system near its fundamental 

frequency can result in large oscillation. Hence measurement must be made at 

frequencies that are either higher or lower than the fundamental frequency of the 

cantilever.  

Thermal characterization studies show that operation of the cantilevers (with AC 

excitation) at high frequencies results in large attenuation of the amplitude of thermal 

oscillation. Hence from this perspective a high frequency of AC resistance measurement 

is desirable. Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 show the variation of resistance amplitude and 

average resistance with frequency of electrical excitation of 0.25 V-pk across the 

piezoresistive microcantilever. This plot was made using the thermal model described 
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earlier. The average resistance does not vary much after 1 kHz and the resistance 

amplitude is smaller than 0.1 Ω (roughly equivalent to 0.01 oC of thermal variation) for 

frequencies higher than 1 kHz.  

 

Figure 6.18 Prediction of variation of resistance amplitude with excitation frequency for a 
voltage amplitude of 0.25 V across the piezoresistor. The prediction was based on the 
thermal model. 

The final consideration in choice of the measurement space is the limitation of our 

measurement technique and setup. The impedance characteristics of the ballast resistor 

and measurement techniques required for measurement at high frequencies have been 

discussed in § 6.2.7.2. The impedance becomes large beyond 25 kHz and measurement of 

resistance cannot be carried out using a simple resistive model. 

With these characteristics and limitations in mind, all measurements in this work 

have been made with a voltage amplitude of 0.5 V (across the Wheatstone bridge) at 10 

kHz.  
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Figure 6.19 Prediction of variation of average resistance with excitation frequency for a 
voltage amplitude of 0.25 V across the piezoresistor. The prediction was based on the 
thermal model. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MEASUREMENT SETUP 

Equation Chapter 7 Section 1 

In the previous chapter, the thermal and mechanical calibration of the 10-

cantilever PμCA was discussed. This chapter details the methods and apparatus used for 

chemical detection with the microcantilever array. The twin elements of the measurement 

scheme, used in this work, are the electrical measurement setup for low-noise 

measurement of piezoresistance change in the cantilevers, and the flow setup for 

controlled exposure of the PμCA to the chosen analyte.  

7.1 Electrical Measurement 

Piezoresistance change, in piezoresistive microcantilever systems, is typically 

measured using DC methods. DC electrical measurement, while simple, is associated 

with several sources of noise- both internal to the electrical device and external. The 

principal sources of noise in DC measurement are white noise, 1/ f  noise [1], and signal 

drift. Commonly used techniques of reduction of measurement noise are [2]: 

1. Phase-sensitive detection (PSD): Limiting the bandwidth of measurement can 

significantly improve SNR due to the reduction in noise associated with white noise. Also 

by choosing an appropriate frequency of measurement, noise from external electrical 

instrumentation and 1/ f  can be virtually eliminated [3]. PSD detection is achieved by 

modulating the measurand at a discrete frequency. The modulated signal is then detected 

synchronously using the reference signal. The modulated signal is multiplied by the 

reference signal and the DC component of the product is obtained using a low-pass filter. 

The bandwidth of the filter sets the time constant associated with PSD.     

2. Multiple-time averaging (MTA): MTA is performed by averaging multiple traces 

associated with an electrical phenomenon or cyclic measurement. Typically this can be 

used to eliminate drift in the measure and leads to a reduction in white noise error. The 

white noise error nσ  for tn  traces each with a time resolution of resT  is given by 

( )
1
2

n t resk n Tσ −=      (7.1) 
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where k  is a function of the pulse rate of the signal. 

3. Signal filtering: Signal filtering methods to eliminate the effect of chosen region of 

the frequency spectra can help eliminate the effect of noise sources in the environment or 

other electromagnetic instrumentation.   

The use of these techniques depends on the nature of the measurement being 

made. If a steady-state measurement is being made, all of these techniques can be used. 

In measurements that are cyclic in nature such as temperature cycling of the cantilever 

structure, filtering using a band-pass filter or time averaging on a computer or the 

oscilloscope can help reduce noise dramatically. When real-time measurements that are 

not cyclic are being made, filtering and the use of PSD aid in reducing noise. With PSD, 

real-time analysis of the data can be carried out.  However such a measurement is 

possible only if the time constant of the lock-in amplifier filter ( filterτ ) is much larger than 

the time constant of the excitation frequency ( filterτ  >> excitationτ ). Also it is required that 

responseτ  >> filterτ . This is to ensure that there are no aliasing errors with measurement. 

7.1.1 PSD Methods for Noise Reduction 

Phase-sensitive measurement of resistance was implemented with a resistive 

circuit. Figure 7.1 show the normalized voltage noise measured using a DC Wheatstone 

bridge using a 3 kΩ thin film resistor. The differential output of the bridge was measured 

using a SR745 spectral analyzer (SRS Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA). The supply voltage 

was 5 V. The spectral view of the voltage output shows high 1/ f  noise as is typical of 

most electrical measurement. If the noise associated with a PSD-type measurement at 10 

kHz with a measurement bandwidth of 172 Hz is compared with noise associated with a 

low-pass filter with a filter cut-off of 128 Hz, the noise for the low-pass measurement is 

higher by upto 5 orders of magnitude. This implies a huge loss in SNR using DC or low-

pass filter based measurement as compared with PSD measurement. 
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Figure 7.1 Normalized noise spectrum measured from a thin film resistor. 1/f noise at low 
frequencies is very high.  

7.1.1.1 Noise Measurement with PSD Methods 

Device noise issues due to doping conditions of the piezoresistors have been 

discussed in § 3.3. Also based on the noise spectrum the SNR is much higher with PSD 

measurement at high frequencies. In most practical cases of resistance measurement 

though, the noise due to the instrumentation is much larger than device noise and the 

difference in the noise levels for DC and PSD measurements are not as large. Signal 

conditioning with DC measurement   

Measurements were made with a 10-channel, constant current CMOS readout 

chip designed at Oak Ridge National Laboratories for measurement of the 10-cantilever 

PμCA [4]. Measurements made with a thin film resistors and the PμCA, with a time 

constant of 100 ms, showed a floor noise level of greater than 20 μV.  
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Figure 7.2 A. Measurement box used for measurement with 10-channel CMOS chip, B. 
Close-up of CMOS chip wirebonded on a DIP package [4], C. DIP package that is used 
with the measurement box [4]. 

Measurements made with a single piezoresistor on a simpler version of the system 

shown in Figure 7.3 with a single measurement channel, made at 10 kHz with a time 

constant of 300 ms, allowed for measurement with a floor noise of approximately 1 μV. 

If a longer time constant is used, the noise level can be improved further. However, as 

explained earlier, the choice of the time constant depends on the time scale of the sensor 

response to the chemical analyte. 

7.1.2 Electrical Measurement Setup 

A schematic of the electrical measurement setup for resistance measurement is 

shown in Figure 7.3. Currently this system is limited to simultaneous measurement of six 

cantilevers. Each microcantilever of the PμCA is placed on a single Wheatstone bridge 

(Figure 7.3 B). The differential voltage across the Wheatstone bridge is measured by the 

lock-in amplifier. Since the lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research Instruments, 

Sunnyvale, CA) can only measure a single Wheatstone bridge at one time, the 

multiplexer unit (SIM 925, Stanford Research Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA) is used to 
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scan through the six channels making it possible to interrogate the piezoresistance of the 

six cantilevers. 
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Figure 7.3 System for measurement of resistance from the cantilevers using PSD. A. The 
three independent power supplies (SG1-3) allow for heating of the cantilevers to different 
temperatures (each signal generator can have a different DC bias), B. Each cantilever is 
placed on a 3/4th Wheatstone bridge, represented here by the blue rectangle.    
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Figure 7.4 Instruments used for resistance measurement: A. Computer with LabVIEW for 
data acquisition, B. Signals generators and lock-in amplifier, C. SIM 925 multiplexer 
which is connected to D. Measurement box with Wheatstone bridge circuits. 

A 3/4th Wheatstone bridge has been implemented for each cantilever on the 

measurement box (Figure 7.5). This enables high sensitivity measurement of each 

cantilever. Resistors for the 3/4th bridge implemented in the measurement box are chosen 

so that they are very close to the cantilever being measured on a particular channel. A 

zero-insertion-force (ZIF) connector has been used to facilitate easy change of the 

resistors when testing the different cantilever designs, all of which have different nominal 

resistance values. On one end the box connects to the piezoresistors and on the other to 

the multiplexer module (a schematic of the circuit layout included in Appendix D).  
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Figure 7.5 Measurement box used for implementation of Wheatstone bridge circuits and 
to heat cantilevers to different temperatures. A. ZIF connector and internals of the 
measurement box, B. BNC connectors for connection to piezoresistors and power supply 
to the Wheatstone bridge circuits. Three independent power supplies with different DC 
bias may be used. C. BNC connectors for connection to SIM 925 multiplexer. Each 
channel has an A and B line for differential measurement at the lock-in amplifier. 

High measurement resolution is possible on all channels with the current setup. If 

a single cantilever being measured, the lock-in can be used to measure cantilever 

resistance with low-noise and high resolution. This is achieved by use of the ‘offset’ and 

‘expand’ functions of the lock-in. This technique allows for high resolution measurement 

around the average value of resistance. When using the multiplexer with six cantilevers 

however, a single set of the offset and expand settings lead to poor measurement 

resolution. To overcome this shortcoming, a LabVIEW program was created that allows 

for setting of the offset and expand of each channel separately when the multiplexer scans 

over the six cantilevers (Figure 7.6). However, the use of a single lock-in for 

measurement of multiple cantilevers using a multiplexer does limit sampling frequency 

of the measurement. The highest sampling frequency that the lock-in amplifier allows is 

512 Hz. When using the multiplexed system, however, the lock-in takes 2 seconds to 

lock-in after the channel switch. The exact settling time depends on the filter and time 

constant settings chosen. For the measurement setting chosen (Chapter 6), the sampling 

frequency was 0.5 Hz and the entire set of six cantilevers are scanned over 12 seconds. 
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Figure 7.6 Screenshot of LabVIEW program used for data acquisition and control of the 
multiplexer.  

7.1.3 External Noise Sources 

All experiments for chemical analyte detection were carried out in Room 319 of 

the Erskine J. Love Building at Georgia Tech. During calibration measurement runs to 

evaluate the efficacy of the measurement setup, harmonics of a 1.25 mHz (τ  = 800 

seconds) frequency, a noise pickup were repeatedly seen in the measurements. The nature 

of the noise curve resembles a capacitive charging-discharging phenomenon (Figure 7.7). 

The amplitude of this signal was 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than the noise in the 

measurement setup described above. This clearly limits the detection limit of the setup. In 

several cases the amplitude of the noise signal seemed to increase with the differential 

voltage input associated with lock-in measurement.  
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Figure 7.7 Noise measured on the various channels of the data acquisition setup with thin 
films resistors. The time period of this noise signal is approximately 1600 seconds. 

Such a noise signal has also been reported during measurements on a porous 

silicon gas sensor [5]. Extensive measurements were made with the lock-in amplifier 

setup on a mobile setup that was taken to various part of the building and similar signals 

were seen at all locations though the frequency of the noise signal varied by as much as 

50%. Noise measurements were made using each module of the low-noise setup. The 

noise signal measured is likely to be due a large electromagnetic pulse in the building. A 

seasonal dependence has also been noticed. This noise source seems to be more prevalent 

in the winter months of the year, probably due to heating systems being operated in the 

building.  

A Faraday cage was built around the sensor and numerous changes in cables and 

connectors were made to reduce noise pickup in the measurement. These improvements 

did not change the pickup in the instrumentation. Finally a differential measurement was 

made of two signal generator outputs, that were synchronized and in phase, using the 
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lock-in amplifier. This eliminates the effect of the instrumentation of associated with the 

resistance measurement. Once again a 1.25 mHz signal was seen. The voltage of the 

differential input was approximately 200 mV-rms. The amplitude of the noise signal 

associated with this measurement was approximately 225 μV-ppk. Measurements were 

also made with a single input on the lock-in amplifier and the same pick-up and 

frequency were observed. 

 
Figure 7.8 1.25 mHz noise signal measured using two signal generator sources with the 
lock-in amplifier. 

7.2     Chemical Flow Setup 

Effective measurement of piezoresistive response to various chemical analytes 

required a system that allowed for good control of analyte concentration and flow rates. 

The schematic of the chemical measurement setup used for exposure of the cantilevers to 

the chosen analyte is shown in Figure 7.9. The analyte was placed in an effusion vial 

(VICI Metronics, Santa Clara, CA). This in turn was placed inside a mixing chamber 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Mass flow controllers (MFCs) from MKS Instruments 
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Inc. (Wilmington, MA) were used to control the flow of high purity N2 (Airgas South 

Inc., Atlanta, GA) in the two lines shown in Figure 7.9.  

5 psi
1/3 psi

MFC A
10000 sccm

MFC B
10000 sccm

5 psi

Micrometering valve

N2

Effusion Vial

MFC C
50 sccm

Check valve

4-way crossover 
valve

MFC Mass flow controller

 
Figure 7.9 The chemical testing setup for exposure of the cantilevers in the SLA package 
to controlled concentrations of the analyte.  

The rate of analyte effusion form the effusion vial is given by 

4
01.90x10 logA Pr TD M

L P ρ
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
    (7.2) 

where, r    =  rate of diffusion (ng/min) 

 T   =  temperature of vapor (oK) 

 0D =  diffusion coefficient (cm2/sec) at 25 oC, 1 atm 

 M =  molecular weight (g/mole) 

 A  =  cross-sectional area of the capillary (cm2) 

 L  =  length of diffusion path (mm Hg) 

 P  =  atmospheric pressure (mm Hg) 
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 ρ  =  vapor pressure of chemical at temperature T  (mm Hg) 

The molar concentration of the analyte, C  in ppm, is given by  
9

6

x10

x10

22400
A B

r
MC R R

−

=
+

     (7.3)     

where AR  is the flow rate of N2 from MFC A (sccm) and BR  is the flow rate of N2 from 

MFC B (sccm). The vapor pressure of the analyte may be calculated using the equation: 

log Bp A
t C

= −
+

     (7.4) 

where A , B  and C  are constants that have been obtained from literature [6, 7], for 

analytes used in this work. 
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Figure 7.10 A. The complete flow setup used for control of analyte concentration, B. 
Mixing chamber with the effusion vial, C. Flow cell inside the Faraday cage and D. Flow 
cell with clips for connection to measurement box, and 4-way crossover valve. 
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The flow-rate of the mass flow controllers is set using a 247D power supply unit 

(MKS Instruments, Wilmington, MA). A 4-way crossover valve (Swagelok Inc. 

Suppliers: Georgia Valve and Fitting Co., Alpharetta, GA) enabled controlled exposure 

of the cantilevers to the analyte. In a typical measurement run, the cantilevers were first 

measured in a pure nitrogen flow (referred to as purge flow) for approximately 10 

minutes. This enabled evaluation of the baseline for the measurements. After this, the 

cross-over valve was switched to expose the cantilevers in the chemical flow cell to the 

analyte. A 5 psi check valve placed at the intersection of the different gas lines (Figure 

7.9) ensured that the pressure drop associated with the switch in the flow was minimal. 

Figure 7.10 shows individual components of the flow setup used for chemical 

measurement.  

7.2.1 Chemical Flow Cell  

The chemical flow cell was designed to accommodate the 10-cantilever PμCA. 

The flow cell was designed in ProEngineer™ and fabricated in the Rapid Prototyping and 

Manufacturing Institute (RPMI) at Georgia Tech. The cell was coated with approximately 

20 μm of parylene on a PDS 2010 Labcoter (Specialty Coating Systems, Indianapolis, 

IN).   

Issues related to the entry length and flow channel diameter have been discussed 

in Chapter 4. Figure 7.11 shows the flow cell design that was used towards to end of this 

work. The ends were threaded to allow easy interfacing with the flow setup using a 

PEEK™ fluidic union (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) to ensure low risk of 

contamination due to the material of the union. 

Gold leads were glued in using a photocurable epoxy- Dymax 9-3095-GEL 

(Dymax Corp., Torrington, CT)- on a Dymax Light-Welder PC-3D system (Figure 7.11). 

The contact pads of the piezoresistive microcantilevers were wirebonded to the leads for 

ease of measurement of the cantilever resistance. 
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Figure 7.11 A. SLA flow cell top and base, B. PuCA wirebonded on the flowcell base, C. 
Flow cell placed connected to flow system and placed inside Faraday cade, D. 
Connection of flowcell leads to measurement box.  

7.3 Experimental Protocol 

Measurement of various analytes with the instrumentation setup described earlier 

involves the following steps: 

4. Electrical setup: All electrical components are connected as described in Figure 7.3. 

Resistors are chosen for each channel of the measurement box such that they form a well-

balanced Wheatstone bridge with the cantilever piezoresistors. 

5. Flow system setup: Flow mixing chamber is cleaned using soap solution and any 

fluid in the effusion vial (from a previous experimental run) is removed. This is done to 

ensure there is no water in the mercaptohexanol solution. Every few runs, the Teflon 

tubing (Figure 7.10) that connects to the flow cell is changed to ensure limited 

contamination from any mercaptohexanol adsorbed on the tube surface. Also, the 
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effusion vial is refilled with 5 ml of mercaptohexanol. The flow rate on the 247D power 

supply unit is set based on the desired analyte concentration. 

1. Device setup: The PμCA was glued on the flowcell base using double-sided sticky 

tape. This was found to be the most convenient approach especially when the device was 

to be taken out of the flow cell after the chemical exposure for further experiments on 

thermal calibration, analysis of surface properties, etc. The PμCA was then wirebonded 

to the gold leads on the flow cell (Figure 7.11). Finally the flow cell is placed inside the 

Faraday cage, which is grounded to the instrument ground, and the gold leads to the 

piezoresistors are connected to the measurement box. 

2. Device preparation: The method of functionalization of the cantilevers has been 

described in Chapter 5. In several cases it was noticed that resistance of cantilevers 

measured after deposition of the functional gold layer dropped to the 30-80 Ω region. If 

the cantilevers are then excited with a 3-5 V-ppk voltage at 10-25 kHz, the resistance 

goes back to the nominal designed value of piezoresistance. Also before the start of the 

experiment, the cantilever was heated to around 80-100 oC, based on calibration 

techniques described in Chapter 6, to remove any adsorbed water on the cantilever 

surface. This can be done before the cell is introduced into the flow setup or it can be 

done while purging the cell with N2. Heating of the cantilevers in the purge N2 was 

typically done for 10 minutes before the experiment was started.   

7.4 Conclusions 

This chapter presented the measurement and flow setup used in this work. The 

method of resistance measurement allows for low-noise measurement of resistance- 

approximately 20-30 times lower than with specialized CMOS instrumentation for 

similar applications. The lock-in amplifier is, however, susceptible to electromagnetic 

noise in the environment as has been shown in § 7.1.3 and the noise pick-up can limit the 

effectiveness of the low-noise measurement. The flow setup used for the present allows 

for a fairly wide range of flow velocities and concentrations- ranging from 30 ppb to 

around 400 ppb of mercaptohexanol.   

Improvements to the current flow setup and measurement system will be 

discussed in Chapter 9.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CHEMICAL SENSING EXPERIMENTS 

Equation Chapter 8 Section 1 

The last chapter discussed the specifics of the measurement system and setup used 

in this work. This chapter deals with testing of the PμCA to confirm several design 

approaches presented in the chapters on design and to evaluate the feasibility to different 

testing schemes. Limitations of the current devices and the measurement scheme 

implemented are also discussed. All graphs in this chapter show the actual change in 

voltage and the piezoresistive response calculated. The piezoresistive response plotted 

shows is averaged (moving average) over ten points.  

8.1 Background 

8.1.1 Surface Stress on Gold  

A large volume of literature exists on adsorption of thiolated compounds on gold. 

Gold is an excellent choice for surface functionalization since it is believed to be 

extremely inert and can therefore remain unaffected by most chemicals under ambient 

conditions. Some studies do, however, suggest there is evidence of degradation in the 

sensor response with increasing time between deposition of the gold layer and 

measurement with the sensor [1].  

Liquid and vapor phase adsorption of alkanethiols, mercaptanols and similar 

thiolated compounds (HS-(CH2)n-1-X) have been used to create self-assembled 

monolayers (SAMs) on gold [1-10]. The sulfur end of the alkanethiols binds to the gold 

while the functional group X populates the outer surface of the adsorbed layer. The self-

assembly process on alkanethiols has an enthalpy of adsorption EΔ ≈  -150 kJ mol-1 [11]. 

Surface stress associated with this binding process is generally compressive. Berger et al. 

have shown that the magnitude of this surface stress depends on the length of the carbon 

chain for alkanethiols of the form HS-(CH2)n-1-CH, where n is the number of carbon 

atoms in the chain. The nature (polarity) and size of the functional group X has also been 
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seen to have an effect on the surface stress generated on the functionalized surface [8, 

11]. Other factors that affect the magnitude of surface stress associated with adsorption of 

thiolated compounds are method of deposition of gold (this includes variation in grain 

size and uniformity of the gold film) and condition of the gold layer (presence of pre-

absorbed water vapor or other analytes) [4]. Recent work suggests that surface 

morphology of the gold does not play a significant role in the magnitude of surface stress 

measured but it does, however, affect the reaction kinetics of adsorption and desorption 

[7].  

8.1.2 Reaction Kinetics of Alkanethiols on Gold 

The analyte used for measurement in this work is 6-mercapto-1-hexanol. The 

adsorption and desorption reaction kinetics of mercaptanols are very similar to those 

observed in alkanethiols since the reaction is driven by binding of the sulfur to the gold of 

the functionalized surface [3, 4]. 

Detection of alkanethiols on gold has been performed in vapor phase and liquid 

phase (typically in solution with water or organic solvents such as ethanol). Reports 

suggest that the formation of monolayers or multi-layers depends on the solvation 

energies associated with the binding, i.e, they depend on the medium in which detection 

is carried out [2, 4]. In several cases multi-layers are formed and after reconstruction over 

several hours, a single monolayer is seen on the gold surface [3]. Shadnam et al. [6] 

studies the desorption kinetics of alkanethiols monolayers from gold at temperatures 

ranging from 383 K  to 653 K and found evidence of two consecutive first order kinetic 

mechanisms with activation energies of 29.9 and 32.7 kcal mol-1. They also showed that 

the desorption reaction was faster and more complete in liquids. 

8.2 Chemical Sensing with Microcantilevers 

8.2.1 General Microcantilever Response 

The measurement setup described in § 7.1.2 allows for simultaneous measurement 

of six cantilevers. Hence three cantilevers of the PμCA were functionalized with 40 nm 

of gold with a 10 nm adhesion layer of titanium. Issues related to method of 
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functionalization and packaging have been discussed in § 5.4.2 and § 7.2.1 respectively. 

Each gold-coated cantilever was paired with an identical reference cantilevers on the 

PμCA for measurement. Other elements of the measurement setup such as the power 

supply, lock-in amplifier settings, analyte flow control, and data acquisition have been 

described in Chapter 7. All measurements described here were made with 6-mercapto-1-

hexanol. 

 
Figure 8.1 Response from a gold-coated and uncoated reference cantilever when both are 
exposed to 55 ppb of mercaptohexanol (flowrate 2sccm).  

8.2.1.1 Response to 6-Mercapto-1-hexanol 

The concentration of the analyte was controlled by control of the mass flow rates 

of N2 in mass flow meters 1 and 2 (refer Figure 7.9).  Figure 8.1 shows a typical response 

from the gold-coated and reference cantilevers. The voltage output has been converted 

into a surface stress response for each of the two cantilevers using the equation 
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⎛ ⎞
Δ = −⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

    (8.1)  

 

where VΔ  is the voltage change observed and inV  is the input voltage to the Wheatstone 

bridge circuit (refer Figure 7.3). This equation is used in favor of the more standard 

equation for a Wheatstone bridge response due the nonlinear behavior of the bridge. 

The drift in the measurement is associated with noise issues discussed in Chapter 

7. The presence of the reference cantilever though can help filter out noise due to flow 

fluctuations and drift in the measured response. The response after subtracting the 

response of the reference cantilever is shown in Figure 8.2. The cantilever is exposed to 

the analyte at 400 seconds. The ‘dip’ in the response prior to the exposure is due to noise 

in the measurement. Subtraction from a reference can in some cases accentuate this noise 

response. 

 
Figure 8.2 Differential measurement of surface stress by subtracting surface stress 
response of gold-coated cantilever from reference cantilever. This plot is generated by 
subtracting the surface stress response of the gold-coated cantilever from that of the 
reference cantilever in Figure 8.1. 
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A typical measurement consists of an initial period of measurement of the 

cantilever response in dry nitrogen for 10 minutes. This allows to evaluation of the 

baseline of the experiment, noise in the measurement and drift in the measurement, if 

present. After this time the 4-way crossover valve is switched and the cantilevers are 

exposed to the analyte for the duration of exposure desired after which the flow is 

switched back to dry nitrogen. At certain settings of the mass flow meters, a small change 

in the flow is noticed. This is particularly true if a high flow (higher than 10 sccm) is 

desired in the flow cell. At lower flow rates (around 2 sccm), no resistance change 

associated with change in flow-rate is seen. The flow switch occurs due to a large change 

in the pressure at the four-way crossover valve. A mass flow controller has been placed at 

the outlet of the flow cell (refer Figure 7.9) that ensures flowrate is always kept at 2 

sccm. However at the time of the flow switch, flowrates may vary from the flow setting 

for upto 5 seconds. At the end of the experiment a change in the piezoresistance of the 

gold-coated cantilever is seen (Figure 8.3).  

 
Figure 8.3 Response curve associated with analyte absorption at 55 ppb at 10 sccm for a 
short time. The jump in resistance of the piezoresistor at the start and end of analyte flow 
is due to a change in flow rate in the system. The piezoresistance changes at the end of 
analyte exposure. 
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8.2.2 Effect of Cantilever Geometry on Surface Stress Response 

The matrix of designs to evaluate the effects of various parameters on geometry 

has been described in Chapter 4. Cantilever response experiments for different 

combinations of microcantilevers were conducted to verify the analysis presented in 

Chapter 3. In this section results on effect of clamping distance and cantilever length are 

presented. Tests for evaluation of effect of resistor length were not very conclusive for 

reasons that are explained later in this section.  

8.2.2.1 Effect of Clamping Distance 

Two cantilever pairs were exposed to 55 ppb of mercaptohexanol to evaluate the 

effect of delta. As seen in Figure 8.4, the cantilever response for large distance from the 

clamping point was larger.      

 
Figure 8.4 Effect of clamping distance (δ ): The seemingly smaller response for δ  = 0 
μm is due to use of incorrect surface stress sensitivity. Analyte concentration: 55 ppb, 
flowrate: 2 sccm.   
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While this is as expected from the design analysis (Chapter 3), an important point 

to ponder here is that while both cantilevers are exposed to the same analyte 

concentration, the surface stress that is evaluated is different (Figure 8.4). This is because 

of the use of the same value of surface stress sensitivity in Figure 8.4 to evaluate surface 

stress response with both cantilever designs. For the cantilever with δ  = 90 μm, the 

surface stress sensitivity of 7.05 x 10-4 (N/m)-1. However for the second cantilever with 

δ  = 0 μm, the stress distribution at the clamped end of the cantilever reduces surface 

stress sensitivity (refer § 3.2.2). If this correction is made, both cantilevers will show the 

same surface stress response. To evaluate the surface stress sensitivity of each cantilever 

as a function of δ  a finite element model could be used. All results reported in this work 

are based on cantileverS  = 7.05 x 10-4 (N/m)-1. The real cantilever surface stress for the 

mercaptohexanol reaction on gold is given by the design with δ  = 90 μm- approximately 

-280 mN/m. This cantilever is unaffected by clamped-end boundary conditions that lower 

the surface stress sensitivity of the piezoresistive microcantilever.   

The design analysis (Figure 3.5) suggests that the ratio of surface stress 

sensitivities of the two cantilevers is 1.53. The ratio of surface stress sensitivities 

evaluated from the response curve in Figure 8.4 is approximately 1.51, indicating good 

agreement with theoretical predictions. 

8.2.2.2 Effect of Cantilever Length 

Cantilever length has a very limited effect on the response unless Rl l≈ . In such a 

case, fringe effects (refer § 4.3.2) change the stress distribution near the piezoresistor and 

a modification in the cantilever response is seen. In the case presented in Figure 8.5, 

cantilever length is much greater than resistor length and no fringe effects are expected. 

Also as expected the cantilever response is the same for both cantilevers. 

The surface stress at equilibrium, in this case, is higher than presented in Figure 

8.4. This is due to the use of a higher concentration for this particular experiment. This 

will be discussed in greater detail in § 8.3.2.2. 
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Figure 8.5 Effect of resistor length: The response for the two cantilevers with different 
cantilever lengths is near identical. The higher stresses here are on account of 
measurement at a concentration of 400 ppb (flowrate: 2 sccm). 

8.2.3 Effect of Resistor Length 

A majority of the cantilevers that survived in our processing had resistor lengths 

in excess of 200 μm and the differences in response with these microcantilevers were not 

discernable as expected from the design analysis (refer Figure 3.4). The cantilevers 

designed to evaluate the effect of resistor length, Rl  (refer Table 4.1) had a low yield. 

Hence the effect of variation of resistor length for short cantilevers ( l  = 150 μm, Rl  = 50 

to 125 μm) could not be evaluated.   
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8.3 Other Chemical Sensing Schemes 

8.3.1 Single and Double-Sided Sensing 

The principle of double-sided sensing has been explained in Chapter 4. The 

specifics of the experiment and results are reported in this section. 

Functionalization of the double-sided cantilever sensors has been described in 

Chapter 5. The test involved exposure of two pairs of cantilevers to mercaptohexanol at 

55 ppb with a flow-rate of 2 sccm in the flow cell. One pair consisted of a single-side 

coated cantilever and an uncoated reference while the second consisted of a double-side 

coated cantilever and a reference cantilever. The response from the exposure of the two 

cantilevers is seen in Figure 8.6.    

 
Figure 8.6 The voltage change in the cantilevers (top) and the piezoresistive response 
(bottom) of single- and double-sided cantilevers to 55 ppb of mercaptohexanol.  
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Since the cantilevers used in this experiment have a δ  = 100 μm, the surface 

stress response is closer to -280 mN/m. Also we notice that the surface stress response of 

the double-sided cantilever is lower than the single-sided cantilever. This discrepancy is 

likely to be due to small errors in the coating of the cantilever or experimental conditions. 

This analysis of single and double-sided cantilever sensing suggests that double-

sided cantilevers may be used for surface stress sensing applications. Also it suggests that 

the theoretical background for single and double-sided sensing presented in Chapter 4 is 

accurate. However, as explained in Chapter 4, the present design of the cantilevers is 

better suited for single-sided sensing. Design for double-sided cantilever based on trends 

outlined in § 4.6.2 will result in highly sensitive cantilevers that can be functionalized 

using liquid or gas phase coatings. Single-sided coating of cantilevers requires 

specialized instrumentation and coating methods that allow for direct deposition on a 

single side of the cantilever. Double-sided cantilevers offer greater flexibility from this 

perspective. 

8.3.2 Chemical Sensing with a Thermal Array 

In Chapter 6, the possibility of controlling temperature of well-calibrated 

piezoresistive microcantilevers has been demonstrated. In all existing work on surface 

stress detection with piezoresistive microcantilevers, temperature change due to current 

flow, during surface stress measurement with piezoresistive cantilevers, has either been 

minimized (by using low-power inputs) or has been ignored which results in erroneous 

measurement. Temperature change of the cantilever can affect analyte binding processes 

on the surface. This section presents a technique for the evaluation of chemical reaction 

kinetics and activation constants with a piezoresistive microcantilever array. The work in 

this section is limited to demonstration of the feasibility of this technique. 

8.3.2.1 Background       

Existing work on chemical sensing with piezoresistive microcantilevers has 

demonstrated methods of measuring surface stress due to analyte binding and evaluation 

of reaction constants at ambient temperatures [7, 12]. Gibbs free energy for the analyte-

gold reaction (adsorption-desorption process) for thiolated compounds has been reported 
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as – 34.6 kJmol-1 for thiolated DNA [12] and in the range of -13.2 to -14.7 kJmol-1 for 1-

dodecanethiol (8.4 mM in liquid phase) [7].  

The surface stress is a function of the surface coverage (θ ) which is related to the 

chemical reaction via the Langmuir absorption model,  ( )1 exp obsk tθ ∝ − − , where obsk  is 

the observed reaction rate and t  is reaction time. Also,  

obs ads desk k c k= +     (8.2)  
where adsk  and desk  are reaction rates associated with the analyte adsorption and 

desorption and c  is the concentration of the analyte. The values of  obsk  may be obtained 

as a function of concentration for immobilization of thiol-modified double-stranded DNA 

and the rate constants adsk  and desk  can be evaluated at room temperature. 

In order to assist in discrimination between different analytes, the measurement of 

an ‘effective’ activation energy, aE , associated with surface adsorption reactions can be 

carried out. Adsorption rates at a given temperature, associated with the analyte binding 

process, can be evaluated in terms of rate of change of surface stress in the Langmuir 

adsorption or desorption process. The choice of the adsorption or desorption isotherms 

depends on the nature of adsorption or desorption phenomenon. An adsorption isotherm 

that follows a Langmuir relation is associated with a constant rate obsk  and is restricted to 

single monolayer coverage. Typically multilayer coverage is associated with a change in 

obsk  as the coverage proceeds beyond a monolayer. Further, the energy required for 

reaction on a surface is given by aQ E+  where Q  is the heat of adsorption. Also, the heat 

of adsorption Q  decrease and aE  increases with coverage θ . Hence a clear 

understanding of the nature of the analyte binding on the surface is essential for use of the 

appropriate adsorption models and the estimation of variation of Q  and aE  with θ .  

8.3.2.2 Estimation of Reaction Parameters 

So far no work has been carried out with cantilever based systems wherein 

simultaneous surface stress measurements have been made with cantilevers at different 

temperatures. This will allow for evaluation of the free energies associated with the 
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adsorption and desorption processes. Further these measurements can be made on a 

single chip without changing analyte concentration.  

For a given temperature (T ) of the reaction, the activation energy for desorption 

( aE ) of the analyte into a medium where the analyte concentration is zero is given by 

0 exp ( / )des ak E RTk= −     (8.3)  
where 0k  is the initial concentration and R is the universal gas constant. If the desorption 

rates, 
1,T desk  and 

2 ,T desk , are known at two temperatures, 1T  and 2T , respectively,  

1
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= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

   (8.4)  

Further, once the values of adsk  are measured from the experiment, the rate 

constants for adsorption at the two temperatures can be evaluated from (8.2) and the 

effective activation energy for the adsorption reaction can also be evaluated [13]. In order 

to implement this technique is important to consider if the reaction is at equilibrium with 

the concentration in gas phase. 

The ability to control the temperature of the cantilever and to make simultaneous 

measurement of a reaction phenomenon at different temperatures allows for measurement 

of characteristic parameters for analyte identification. This will provide orthogonal 

sensing capabilities for existing cantilever-based surface stress sensors and facilitate 

analyte recognition.    

8.3.2.3 Thermal Array Measurement: Results 

In order to evaluate the regime in which the reaction is occurs, measurements 

were made at room temperature (minimal cantilever heating) for two different 

concentrations- 55 ppb and 400 ppb. Measurement at higher concentration resulted in a 

higher equilibrium stress on the cantilever. This implies that the reaction is in the mass 

transport limited regime (Figure 8.7). A similar trend has been reported by Datkos et al. 

[14].  
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Figure 8.7 Effect of concentration: The equilibrium stress and reaction rate are larger at 
high concentrations. Flowrate: 2 sccm. 

Measurements were made with gold-functionalized cantilevers with 55 ppb ( ≈  

24.6 nM) of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol at a flow rate of 5 sccm. Two pairs of cantilevers at 21 
oC and 50 oC were exposed to the analyte. The cantilevers were heated to different 

temperatures by applying a different DC bias (the instrumentation has been described in 

Chapter 7). Each pair consisted of a functionalized cantilever paired with a reference 

(non-functionalized) cantilever at the same temperature. The cantilever pairs were first 

exposed to the mercaptohexanol until the response was near saturation.  

In a second part of the experiment, the cantilevers were exposed to the analyte for 

a long time to ensure saturation of the surface. The flow was then switched to a pure N2 

flow and a change in surface stress associated with desorption was observed. An 

Arrhenius model was fit to the rates observed at the two temperatures. The desorption 

curves suggest that complete desorption does not occur even after 1600 seconds.  
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Figure 8.8 Adsorption reactions on the cold and heated cantilevers. The reaction curves 
are fitted with Langmuir isotherms. These measurements were made at 55 ppb at 5 sccm. 

 
Figure 8.9 Desorption curves for desorption of analyte from the saturated sensors in dry 
nitrogen. Flow rate: 5 sccm. The red lines indicate fitted Langmuir isotherms. 
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An important point to note in this measurement is that the assumption that surface 

stress sensitivity of the cantilevers will stay constant over a wide range of temperatures is 

not valid. Figure 8.10 shows the effect of doping concentration and temperature on the 

piezoresistive constants. At a temperature of 50 oC (323 K), the surface stress sensitivity 

is reduced by a factor of 1.091. This has been factored into the measurements reported in 

this section. 

 
Figure 8.10 Variation of piezoresistive coefficient with doping concentration (for n-type 
silicon) and temperature. The y-axis plots the ratio of the piezoresistive constant at a 
given concentration and temperature to piezoresistive constant at 300 K for a doping 
level of 1015 cm-3 [15]. 

8.3.2.4 Thermal Array Measurement: Analysis 

Extraction of the Arrhenius and rate constants for the adsorption and desorption 

curves cannot be performed for the experimental parameters shown because the reaction 

is proceeding in the mass flow rate limited regime. This implies that the adsorption curve 

shows the value of stress associated with binding of the analyte to the surface. However 

since the reaction is mass flow rate limited, the stressogram is a quasi-equilibrium curve. 

Hence reaction rates cannot be extracted from these data sets in the manner described in § 

8.3.2.2.  
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Desorption rates (in dry nitrogen) were evaluated by fitting the desorption curves 

(Figure 8.9) with Langmuir isotherms. Desorption rates in nitrogen are estimated at 

294 ,T K desk =  = 1.515 x 10-3 s-1 and 323 ,T K desk =  = 1.88 x 10-3 s-1. Since the nature of the 

binding in this reaction is not clear and the reaction (during adsorption is the mass flow 

rate limited regime, activation energy based on (8.4) are not reported in this work.  

Shadnam et al. [6] have shown that the thermal desorption of alkanethiols from 

gold is associated with a thermodynamic threshold. With 1-heptadecanthiol (HDT) at 383 

K, they were able to show that complete desorption does not occur even after two hours. 

Also they suggest that at 383 K, HDT will not desorb completely even after several 

hours. At a temperature of 433 K, however, different kinetics are observed and complete 

desorption occurs in less than 50 minutes. Also the desorption rates they evaluated were 

different in decalin and in air. This study suggests that heating of the cantilevers to higher 

temperatures may show evidence of different desorption kinetics and more complete 

desorption. 

So far a limited number of experiments have been performed with the thermal 

array measurement technique due to noise issues discussed in Chapter 7. Hence extensive 

verification of the results presented above has not been possible. 

8.3.2.5 Thermal Array Measurement: Limitations and Recommendations 

A limitation of this technique when used with the PμCA is the issue of the 

thermal profile in the cantilever. As shown in Figure 8.11, the thermal profile of the 

cantilever is not uniform and for an average temperature of 50 oC, the temperature varies 

from 24 oC to 57 oC. Hence the reaction rate on the cantilever during both adsorption and 

desorption varies as the temperature profile. The value of activation energy calculated 

then is based on an averaged value of the rate constant for the cantilever. 

Further thermal array measurement with a larger set of cantilevers all at different 

temperatures seems attractive because it will provide a larger data set and a better 

measure of activation constants. However use of large temperatures with the current 

cantilever designs results in large variations in temperature. To remedy this limitation, the 

cantilever needs to be redesigned (using the thermal model presented in Chapter 6) to 

achieve a more uniform temperature profile. Use of large values of δ  will limit the 
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amount of heat conduction from the clamped end and aid in this design. In addition, as 

shown in this work, they also lead in more accurate assessment of surface stress. 

Another approach to limiting the spatial variation of temperature is limiting the 

area of chemical reaction. This can be done by coating a section of the cantilever that has 

a small variation in temperature.  

 
Figure 8.11 Spatial temperature profile of a 750 μm long cantilever with an average 
temperature of 50 oC. 

8.4 Conclusions 

This chapter served to verify some aspects of the design of the PμCA. Design of 

n-doped silicon piezoresistive microcantilevers with large δ  has several advantages. It 

allows of a ‘truer’ measure of surface stress on the cantilever. Also, it ensures a more 

constant thermal profile on the cantilever in case of thermal array sensing.  

The two novel applications of the piezoresistive microcantilevers sensors- double-

sided sensing and thermal array sensing could be used to extend the applicability and 

functionality of piezoresistive microcantilever sensors. The first simplifies methods of 

functionalization of the cantilevers, potentially reducing costs associated with use of 

cantilever sensors in field operations, and the second could be used to extend the 
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functionality of existing piezoresistive microcantilevers sensors. Both methods require 

that the piezoresistive sensor be design for the application at hand. These will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.    
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CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Equation Chapter 9 Section 1 
Conclusions of various sections of this work have been presented in the relevant 

chapters for most part. This chapter serves to list some of the important contributions and 

limitations of this work and presents ideas to for future work in this area 

9.1 Summary 

This work presents the design, fabrication and testing of a piezoresistive 

microcantilever array. Extensive thermal characterization of the piezoresistive 

microcantilevers has been performed for DC and AC electrical excitation and values of 

heat transfer coefficient are reported. Also, a method of low-noise measurement of the 

piezoresistive microcantilever array have been investigated and implemented.  

Further, this thesis has investigated the use of two novel techniques of chemical 

sensing- double-sided sensing and thermal array-based sensing which could potentially 

extend the applicability and functionality of piezoresistive microcantilever sensors for 

chemical sensing. 

The section that follows lists the contributions of this work. Also a number of 

recommendations have been made for improvement of the performance of the 

piezoresistive cantilever sensor presented is this work. Finally, a list of recommendations 

for future work is presented, based on an understanding of the limitations of the current 

work and the potential for future research in the directions investigated herein.  
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9.2 Research Contributions 

A number of contributions have been made in this thesis to various aspects of 

development of piezoresistive microcantilever systems for chemical sensing. These are 

listed in the sections that follow. 

9.2.1 Design 

1. The use of n-doped piezoresistor for surface stress sensing applications has been 

investigated. This study shows that for most cantilever geometries n-type doping results 

in better surface stress response. Short cantilevers may still benefit from p-type doping. 

Also it was shown that the electronic noise in the cantilever decreases with length. Hence 

for surface stress-based measurement with low detection limits, long, n-doped 

piezoresistive cantilever should be used.   

2. The effect of geometric parameters on surface stress sensitivity was investigated. A 

set of design rules have been established for development of piezoresistive cantilever for 

surface stress detection. The n-doped piezoresistors should be placed far from the 

clamped end of the cantilever. Higher surface stress sensitivity is obtained for 

piezoresistors with large width. 

3. Another important contribution of this thesis is the appreciation of the fact that 

surface stress sensitivity reported in literature is based on sensitivity of the cantilever at 

the free end. This implies that values of surface stress reported in literature based on these 

values of surface stress sensitivity without further calibration must be incorrect. 

4. Development of a new and complete model for analysis of multilayered plate 

structures with intrinsic and surface stresses (Chapter 4). 

5. Development of a corrected model for noise in piezoresistive readout in 

microcantilevers for surface stress measurement. Previous models were based on tip 

loading conditions and therefore incorrect (Chapter 3). 

9.2.2 Fabrication 

1. Development of a process flow for fabrication of a highly sensitive PμCA which has 

high yield and reproducible cantilever characteristics. 
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2. The robust design of the cantilever ensures a greater uniformity of device 

performance than possible in designs where the piezoresistor is near the clamped end of 

the cantilever. 

3. Tuning of surface stress in the multilayered cantilever allows for control of curvature 

of the microcantilevers. Very flat cantilevers were required in this work to allow ease of 

functionalization of the cantilevers. The technique, however, can be applied to different 

plate structures to develop geometries with desired radius of curvature. 

9.2.3 Thermal Characterization 

1. Thermal characterization of piezoresistive microcantilevers for surface stress 

measurement is generally ignored. This has been performed in this work. The important 

contributions that accrued from this endeavor were: 

2. Development of an accurate finite difference model for the piezoresistive 

microcantilevers. This finite difference model allows for prediction of thermal behavior 

of the cantilever for different electrical excitation (AC and DC).  

3. Evaluation of AC and DC thermal characteristics of the microcantilevers. This work 

helps understand the thermal behavior of the cantilever for different electrical excitation. 

It also formed the basis of a comparison with the thermal model. 

4. Evaluation of effective heat transfer coefficient for microcantilevers. This is the first 

work that reports heat transfer coefficients evaluated from piezoresistive microcantilever 

systems in a systematic manner. Heat transfer coefficients have been shown to be a 

function of cantilever geometry and temperature.  

5. A closed-form analytical solution has been developed in this work for evaluation of 

the temporal response of the microcantilevers (Appendix C). It is limited, though, in 

terms of their applicability since it assumes heat transfer is independent of temperature.  

9.2.4 Measurement 

1. Implementation of system of low-noise measurement based on PSD techniques for 

measurement of cantilever piezoresistance. This technique still has numerous problems 

associated with pickup of electromagnetic noise that will be discussed later in this 

chapter.  
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9.2.5 Application 

1. Detection of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol at 55 ppb by two methods of sensing- double-

sided sensing and thermal array sensing has been demonstrated. 

2. Thermal Array-Based Sensing: The feasibility of thermal array sensing has been 

investigated with mercaptohexanol. This technique has been used to evaluate activation 

constants associated with the desorption process. Also it allows for simultaneous 

measurement of temperature-dependent kinetics and surface stress.  

9.3 Recommendations for Improvement of Sensor Performance 

While some useful contributions have been made in this work, there are numerous 

limitations in the current work that need to be addressed to help it achieve its fullest 

potential and so that it can be used for a  wide range of applications. Some important 

issues that need to be addressed in the current work are: 

1. Design  

i. Some portions of the design analysis of the cantilevers were carried out after mask 

design had been completed. Incorporation of ideas related to large resistor width and 

spacing may help further enhance surface stress sensitivity of the cantilevers. 

2. Fabrication 

i. Improvements and simplification of the fabrication process would be extremely 

beneficial. The current process flow uses TMAH etching and poor quality of the 

nitride can result in low yield. Moving to a dry process for bulk etching of the handle 

wafer can significantly improve device yields. 

3. Gas flow system 

i. The current flow system, while adequate for low concentrations of analyte, cannot 

support concentration of mercaptohexanol in excess of 1 ppm. This might limit the 

range of investigation of the sensors should investigation of larger concentrations be 

desired. In such a case, appropriate changes in the flow system will have to be made. 

ii. Secondary verification of the concentration of the analyte concentration is desirable. 

Residual gas analysis to determine and corroborate the exact concentration of analyte 

that the cantilevers are being exposed to would be extremely useful. 
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iii. An important concern in the current gas flow system is the possibility of some analyte 

adsorption on various parts of the flow system. It is possible that during the baseline 

calibration step, the cantilever is exposed to an unknown concentration of the analyte 

for the duration of the purge. This is bound to lead to erroneous results. In the current 

work, an effort was made to counter this problem by frequent change of certain flow-

line components. Devising an alternative flow arrangement to prevent the purge and 

flow lines mixing may eliminate this problem altogether.  

4. Resistance measurement setup 

i. The noise in the resistance measurement setup has been an immense problem in the 

current work. All investigations point to pick-up of a 1.25 mHz signal at the lock-in 

amplifier. It is possible this pickup is from somewhere in the building. However for 

effective use of the PμCA, this must be eliminated either by placing the entire setup 

in a Faraday cage or use of instrumentation that is not susceptible to this pickup or by 

moving this whole experiment to a noise-free location. 

5. Testing issues    

i. In the current work, all measurements have been made with 6-mercapto-1-hexanol in 

dry nitrogen. A wider range of analytes could be investigated with the current 

devices. Also the current system could be used for measurement in liquid media and 

measurement of biological analyte and markers. 

9.4 Recommendations for Future Work 

This work opens several doors for future work in the direction chemical and 

biological detection. Some recommendations and possible directions for future work are: 

1. Improvement of measurement techniques: Our analysis of device noise shows that the 

device noise around 2 order of magnitude lower that the lowest noise measurement 

possible on our current setup. This opens up the door for investigation of methods for 

extremely low-noise measurement of the PμCA or related devices. 

2. Improvement of measurement setup: Placing the flowcell, Wheatstone bridge circuit 

and the multiplexer in a single Faraday box may serve to limit some noise effects. 

3. Optimal design: While many of the issues related to maximizing sensitivity and 

reducing noise have been addressed in this work, optimal design of these sensors for 
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maximum surface stress sensitivity and minimum noise has not been attempted. This 

could be an interesting and productive study. 

4. Microscale thermal issues: In Chapter 6, the heat transfer coefficients for different 

cantilevers was presented but no explanation was offered for the variation with length of 

the piezoresistor. Understanding the microscale heat transfer effects associated with 

cantilever heating and developing analytical or empirical models for the dependence of 

heat transfer coefficient on various parameters is a very promising area of study. This 

study will require the development of cantilevers with a more uniform thermal profile for 

better analysis of heat transfer effects.  

5. In the chemical sensing measurements made so far, the measured resistance change is 

on account of surface stress, thermomechanical noise and heat of reaction associated with 

the binding event. The thermomechanical noise can be filtered using a reference 

cantilever, however the change in resistance due change in cantilever temperature (TCR ~ 

8.9 Ω/K) induced by the enthalpy of reaction needs to be accounted for.  

Re
( )( ) ( ) ( )SurfaceStressTotal Thermomechanical action

RTD

R tR t R t R t
R R R R

ΔΔ Δ Δ
= + +  (9.1) 

A piezoresistive microcantilever array could be designed with an integrated 

platinum RTD (TCR ~ 7. 7 Ω/K) for temperature measurement (Figure 9.1). This will 

allow for temperature detection independently of surface stress. By using the temperature 

measurement from the measuring and reference cantilevers, the third summand in (9.1) 

can be evaluated as: 

Re Re Re( ) ( ) ( )measurement reference
action action action

RTD RTD RTD

R t R t R t
R R R

Δ Δ Δ
= −   (9.2) 

By creating a piezoresistive microcantilever array with orthogonal thermal 

sensors, both surface stress and heat of reaction will be measured simultaneous on the 

same measurement platform and could possibly result in more reliable identification of 

the analyte. Further this sensor could be used for closed loop control of cantilever 

temperature. 
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Figure 9.1 Schematic of PTµCA cantilever. The outer loop is the piezoresistive sensor 
while the inner loop is the Pt RTD.  

6. Integration of a thermal sensor on the cantilever for closed loop control of 

temperature: The thermal sensor can be doped silicon or a platinum resistance 

temperature detector (RTD). Further, it the thermal mass of the cantilever is made very 

small, this may be used to evaluate   

7. Novel Functionalization Materials: Use of novel functionalization materials such as 

metal organic frameworks (MOFs) could extend the applicability of the current sensors to 

detection of a variety of analytes. Studies on coating of MOF layers on the cantilevers 

devices developed in this work are being carried out at Sandia National Laboratories 

(Livermore, CA) [1, 2] (Figure 9.2).  

A B

 
Figure 9.2 MOF coating cantilevers. The MOF used in this coating is MOF-5 [2]. MOFs 
of different grain sizes have been grown: A- 50 μm, B- 5 μm.   
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8. Double-Sided Measurement: This thesis has demonstrated the feasibility of design 

and use of double-sided sensing. Also, aspects of design of double-sided cantilevers have 

been discussed in this work. Cantilevers that are designed for this form of measurement 

can be upto 50% more sensitive than single-sided cantilever sensors. Further as pointed 

out double-sided cantilevers may be easier to functionalize making them more attractive 

for numerous applications. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESIGN DETAILS 

A.1 Masks Layouts for PμCA 

 

1 2

3 4

5 6
 

Figure A.1 Masks used in the fabrication process 1-5. The complete device is shown in 6. 
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Table A. 1 Complete listing of cantilever designs of devices on the mask. Identical colors indicate the same design 

Chip No C 1 C 2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 
1 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100
2 450/300/0 450/300/50 450/300/80 450/300/110 450/300/140 450/300/0 450/300/50 450/300/80 450/300/110 450/300/140
3 450/425/0 450/375/0 450/300/0 450/260/0 450/225/0 450/425/0 450/375/0 450/300/0 450/260/0 450/225/0 
4 450/300/0 450/300/30 450/300/60 450/300/90 450/300/120 450/300/0 450/300/30 450/300/60 450/300/90 450/300/120
5 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100
6 750/300/0 650/300/0 550/300/0 450/300/0 350/300/0 750/300/0 650/300/0 550/300/0 450/300/0 350/300/0 
7 150/125/0 150/115/0 150/100/0 150/75/0 150/50/0 150/125/0 150/115/0 150/100/0 150/75/0 150/50/0 
8 750/725/0 750/650/0 750/550/0 750/460/0 750/375/0 750/725/0 750/650/0 750/550/0 750/460/0 750/375/0 
9 625/400/0 575/400/0 525/400/0 475/400/0 425/400/0 625/400/0 575/400/0 525/400/0 475/400/0 425/400/0 
10 450/300/0 450/300/50 450/300/80 450/300/110 450/300/140 450/300/0 450/300/50 450/300/80 450/300/110 450/300/140
11 450/425/0 450/375/0 450/300/0 450/260/0 450/225/0 450/425/0 450/375/0 450/300/0 450/260/0 450/225/0 
12 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100
13 300/275/0 300/250/0 300/200/0 300/175/0 300/150/0 300/275/0 300/250/0 300/200/0 300/175/0 300/150/0 
14 750/725/0 750/650/0 750/550/0 750/460/0 750/375/0 750/725/0 750/650/0 750/550/0 750/460/0 750/375/0 
15 750/300/0 650/300/0 550/300/0 450/300/0 350/300/0 750/300/0 650/300/0 550/300/0 450/300/0 350/300/0 
16 150/125/0 150/115/0 150/100/0 150/75/0 150/50/0 150/125/0 150/115/0 150/100/0 150/75/0 150/50/0 
17 600/550/0 600/500/0 600/400/0 600/350/0 600/300/0 600/550/0 600/500/0 600/400/0 600/350/0 600/300/0 
18 450/425/0 450/375/0 450/300/0 450/260/0 450/225/0 450/425/0 450/375/0 450/300/0 450/260/0 450/225/0 
19 750/300/0 650/300/0 550/300/0 450/300/0 350/300/0 750/300/0 650/300/0 550/300/0 450/300/0 350/300/0 
20 600/550/0 600/500/0 600/400/0 600/350/0 600/300/0 600/550/0 600/500/0 600/400/0 600/350/0 600/300/0 
21 450/300/0 450/300/30 450/300/60 450/300/90 450/300/120 450/300/0 450/300/30 450/300/60 450/300/90 450/300/120
22 300/200/0 300/200/25 300/200/50 300/200/75 300/200/90 300/200/0 300/200/25 300/200/50 300/200/75 300/200/90 
23 450/300/0 450/300/50 450/300/80 450/300/110 450/300/140 450/300/0 450/300/50 450/300/80 450/300/110 450/300/140
24 300/200/0 300/200/25 300/200/50 300/200/75 300/200/90 300/200/0 300/200/25 300/200/50 300/200/75 300/200/90 
25 300/275/0 300/250/0 300/200/0 300/175/0 300/150/0 300/275/0 300/250/0 300/200/0 300/175/0 300/150/0 
26 600/550/0 600/500/0 600/400/0 600/350/0 600/300/0 600/550/0 600/500/0 600/400/0 600/350/0 600/300/0 
27 450/300/0 450/300/30 450/300/60 450/300/90 450/300/120 450/300/0 450/300/30 450/300/60 450/300/90 450/300/120
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Table A. 1 (Continued) Complete listing of cantilever designs of devices on the mask. Identical colors indicate the same design 
 

28 625/400/0 575/400/0 525/400/0 475/400/0 425/400/0 625/400/0 575/400/0 525/400/0 475/400/0 425/400/0 
29 750/725/0 750/650/0 750/550/0 750/460/0 750/375/0 750/725/0 750/650/0 750/550/0 750/460/0 750/375/0 
30 300/200/0 300/200/25 300/200/50 300/200/75 300/200/90 300/200/0 300/200/25 300/200/50 300/200/75 300/200/90 
31 300/275/0 300/250/0 300/200/0 300/175/0 300/150/0 300/275/0 300/250/0 300/200/0 300/175/0 300/150/0 
32 625/400/0 575/400/0 525/400/0 475/400/0 425/400/0 625/400/0 575/400/0 525/400/0 475/400/0 425/400/0 
33 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100 450/300/100
34 150/125/0 150/115/0 150/100/0 150/75/0 150/50/0 150/125/0 150/115/0 150/100/0 150/75/0 150/50/0 
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APPENDIX B 

FABRICATION DETAILS 

B.1 Process Flow 

            

Step 
No Description Machine/Vendor 

Process Parameters/ 
Data 

Comments 
(Date all 
comments) 

Process 
Time 
(mins) 

1 
Doping of 
wafers Core Systems Inc 

Species: Phosphorus, 
Dose: 7e14, Energy: 
120 keV, Tilt: 7 
degrees 

Normal lead 
time of 4-5 
days   

            

2 
Annealing of 
wafers 

Lindberg Furnace, 
Tube 2 

Temp 1050C, 48 
mins/Ramp1: 
20C/min, Dwell time: 
0.8 hrs, Ramp2: Sleep 

Wafers look 
pinkish after 
anneal 240 

            

3 

Check 
resistivity in 
Four Point 
Probe Signatone Probe 

Expected resistivity: 
3.4 mW-cm   10 

            

4 Piranha clean   Time: 10 mins 

Piranha: 7:3 
(Peroxide:Sul
phuric Acid) 15 

            

5 

Deposit 
backside 
oxide 

Plasmatherm 
PECVD 

Recipe: Aricox, Temp: 
300C, Time: 180 mins   180 

            

6 

Short BOE 
for front SOI 
surface   Time: 10s, 6:1 BOE 

Dry after 
process 0.25 

            

7 

Inspection 
under 
Nanospec 

Nanospec Film 
Analyser 

Use SOI recipe to 
verify wafer specs 

Expect: 400 
nm of SiO2 & 
340 nm of Si 5 

            

8 
Dehydration 
bake Convection Oven 120C, 5 mins   8 
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9 

Spin resist 
for resistor 
patterning Junior CEE spinner

Resist: Shipley 1827 
with  HMDS   5 

            

10 

Patterning of 
resisors with 
SPR220  

MA6-Mask 
Aligner 

Resist: SPR 220, Ch2, 
Time: 20s, Developer 
351 (3-5 mins) 

Inspect to 
make sure all 
the resist is 
cleanly 
developed 10 

  
Mask-
G1_M1         

11 Development   
Microposit 351 
(Water+Developer 1:1)   3 

            

12 

Inspection 
under 
Nanospec Nanospec 

Ensure SOI recipe 
works 

To ensure 
complete 
development 3 

            

13 

Descum in 
RIE for 3 
mins  Plasmatherm RIE 

Recipe: Rav-des, 3 
mins 

Inspect to 
make sure 
surface is 
clean. This 
step is to 
make sure 
there are no 
specks of 
resist in the 
open areas 5 

            

14 

RIE for 
patterning of 
piezoresistor
s Plasmatherm RIE 

500mTorr, 100W, 4-5 
mins, Recipe: Rav_si 
(silicon piezo etch) 

Inspect to see 
SiO2 showing 
up.  6 

            

15 

Inspection 
under 
Nanospec Nanospec 

Inspect to make sure 
open area is silicon 

Measure 
depth of siO2. 
Should be 
approx 400 
nm 3 

            

16 

Strip resist in 
acetone/meth
anol   Strip till it looks clean 

Do not do 
descum after 
this!! 4 
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17 Ash wafer Gastronics Asher  
Time: 1 min, standard 
ashing recipe 

Inspect after 
ashing 3 

            

18 

Piranha etch 
for 15 
minutes   

15 mins on 80C 
hotplate 

Piranha: 7:3 
(Peroxide:Sul
phuric Acid) 20 

            

19 Short BOE   

Dilution of BOE (110 
ml DI +  20 ml 6:1 
BOE), Time: 30s 

Dry after 
process 0.25 

            

20 
Dehydration 
bake   

Convection oven at 
160C for 5 mins   5 

            

21 
Sputter of 
Ti/Au CVC DC sputterer

Deposition time: 
Heat(600s, 50% 
power)/ Delay(300s) 
/Ti(150s, 7% 
power)/Au(950s, 
7%power) 

Put glass 
slides in to 
use as 
reference for 
etch later 120 

           

22 

Spin SPR 
220 for 
patterning 
contact pads Junior CEE spinner

HMDS: 3000/500/20, 
bake at 100C for 60 s, 
Resist: 4000 rpm /500 
rpms/ 40s. Softbake at 
115C for 6 mins  

SPR 220 with 
PDMS 10 

           

22 
Patterning of 
contact pads  

MA6-Mask 
Aligner 

Ch2, Time: 15s, 
Developer: 351   15 

  
Mask: 
G1_M2         

23 Development   
Microposit 351 
(Water+Developer 1:1)   3 

          
24 Hardbake Convection Oven At 120 C for 15 mins   15 
            

25 Au Etch   
KI + Iodine etchant, 
time: 3 mins Rinse/dry 4 

            

26 Ti etch   
TFTN etch, hotplate at 
100C, time: 4-5 mins Rinse/dry 5 

            

27 
Removal 
using resist 

Stripper: 1112A at 
85C Time: 5-7 mins 

Rinse well 
after strip 8 
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stripper 
            

27 
Descum for 
3-4 minutes Plasma therm RIE 

3 mins at 100W (Rav-
des) 

Inspect to 
make sure 
resist is gone 5 

            

28 

Measure 
contact 
resistance Probe Station 

Compare with 
expected values of 
devices 

Critical 
Step!!!! 30 

            

29 Descum  Plasmatherm RIE 

Rav-Pr. High power 
descum at 250W, 5 
mins 

Inspect to see 
if clean. If not 
do descum at 
100W for 
longer times. 
Upto 25 mins 
ok. 30 

            

30 

Deposit top 
nitride (100 
nm) Unaxis PECVD 

Recipe: Sin_top, Time: 
12.5 mins   15 

            

31 

Spin NR5-
8000 for 
cant-metal Junior CEE spinner

Recipe: 3000/500/40s, 
Softbake: 150C, 4mins Hotplate bake 8 

            

32 

Lithography 
for cant-
metal 

MA-6 Mask 
aligner 

Time: 70s, Ch: 1, 
Developer: RD6 

Critical!! 
(Post-
exposure bake 
at 100C, 90s) 15 

  
Mask: 
G1_M3         

30 Development   
Developer RD6, Time: 
3 mins 

Check to see 
if  the areas 
for e-beam are 
clean 4 

            

31 RIE descum Plasmatherm RIE 
Rav-des, 100W, 3-4 
mins   5 

            

29 E-beam CVC E-beam 
Pressure < 6e-6 Torr, 
Ti (100A)/ Au (500A)   45 

            

30 Liftoff    Stripper: RR4 
Rinse and dry 
after process 10 
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31 Descum  Plasmatherm RIE 
Power: 100W, time: 15 
mins 

Steps of 5 
mins 18 

            

32 

Sputter 
deposit Al on 
front (2500 
A) CVC DC Sputterer Al deposition   60 

            

33 
Spin NR5-
8000 on Al 

Junior CEE 
Spinner 

Recipe: 3000/500/40s, 
Softbake: 150C, 4mins Hotplate bake 8 

            

34 

Pattern Al 
with 
Chipmask  MA6 Mask aligner

Time: 70s, Ch: 1, 
Developer: RD6 

Critical!! 
(Post-
exposure bake 
at 100C, 90s) 15 

  
Mask: 
G1_M5         

35 Development   
Developer RD6, Time: 
3 mins   3 

            
35 Descum Plasmatherm RIE Time: 5mins   7 
            

36 Hardbake Convection oven 
Temp: 120C, time: 15 
mins 

Make sure 
reflow is good 15 

            

37 Al Etch   
Al Etchant at 80C, 
Time: 2-3 mins Rinse/dry 5 

            

38 
Remove 
resist   RR4 stripper   10 

            

39 RIE of mask Plasmatherm RIE 
Descum at high power 
(250W for 5 mins)   7 

            

40 
Etch SiO2 in 
RIE Plasmatherm RIE 

Recipe: PM_sin 
(power: 250W), Time: 
12 mins 

Keep 
checking 
depth in 
Nanospec 15 

            

41 

Make sure 
surface is 
clean Microscope Else descum more     
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42 

Deposit 1.4 
microns of 
nitride Unaxis PECVD 

Recipe: Sin_memb, 
Time: 200 mins 

Keep dummy 
wafer for final 
etch reference 200 

            

43 

Pattern 
SPR220 for 
backside 
definition   

2500/200/40, softbake: 
115C, 6 mins/ Ch2, 
Time: 25 secs    20 

  
Mask: 
G1_M4         

44 Development   
Microposit 351 
(Water+Developer 1:1)   4 

            
45 Hardbake Convection oven 120C, 20 mins   20 
            

46 
Wet etch of 
oxide   

10:1 BOE + HF (49%) 
{4:1} 

Done with 
single sided 
holder 5 

            

47 

Strip 
backside 
resist   Stripper 1112A Rinse and dry 10 

            

48 
ICP etch of 
backside Plasmatherm ICP 

ICP etch through wafer 
till oxide shows 

Mount on 
second wafer 
with cool 
grease 420 

            

49 

Remove 
from 
mounting 
wafer   Acetone/Isoprop   20 

            

50 

Deposit 
backside 
nitride Unaxis PECVD 

Recipe: Sin_bot, Time: 
25 mins   30 

            

51 
Sputter Al on 
backside CVC DC sputterer Al target (3000A)   45 

            

52 

RIE for final 
definition 
and release Plasmatherm RIE 

Nitride etch, Recipe: 
Sin_arn (150W), Time: 
20 mins   25 
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53 
Etch Al in 
wet etch   

Al Etch on hotplate at 
80C   5 

            

54 

Rinse in 
water and 
then 
methanol   

Wait for methanol to 
dry   5 

 
 

B.2 Important Photoresist Recipes 

NR5 (Futurrex NR5-8000) 
RPM/Ramp rate/Time: 3000 rpm/500 rpms/ 40s 
Softbake Temperature/Time: 150oC/4 mins [Hot Plate] 
Exposure (High Vacuum contact mode): (365 nm) Dose 195 mJ/cm2

 

Post Exposure Bake (temperature/time): 100PC/90s [Hot Plate] 
Development: Futurrex RD6 Developer- 60s 
 
HMDS 
RPM/Ramp rate/Time: 2000 rpm/500 rpms/ 20s 
 
AZ4620 (Clariant AZ 4620) 
RPM/Ramp rate/Time: 800 rpm/ 500 rpms/ 40s/3000 rpm/ 10000 rpms/ 3s 
Softbake Temperature/Time: 95PC/ 15 mins [Oven Bake] 
Exposure (High Vacuum contact mode): (405 nm) Dose 1200 mJ/cm2

P 

Development: AZ400K (2.5 water:1 developer) – around 2 minutes 

 
Sh1813 (Shipley 1813) 
RPM/Ramp rate/Time: 3000 rpm/ 500 rpms/ 30s 
Softbake Temperature/Time: 95PC/ 5 mins 

Exposure: (405 nm) Dose 180 mJ/cm2
 

Development: Microposit 354 Developer, Time: 2 mins 
 
Sh1827 (Shipley 1827) 
RPM/Ramp rate/Time: 3000 rpm/ 500 rpms/ 30s 
Softbake Temperature/Time: 100PC/ 2 mins (hotplate) 

Exposure: (405 nm) Dose 200 mJ/cm2
 

Development: Microposit 354 Developer, Time: Around 2-3 mins 
 
SPR 220 
RPM/Ramp rate/Time: 4000 rpm/ 500 rpms/ 30s 
Softbake Temperature/Time: 115PC/ 6 mins (hotplate) 

Exposure: (405 nm) Dose 250 mJ/cm2
 

Development: Microposit 351 Developer, Time: Around 3-4 mins 
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APPENDIX C 

THERMAL MODELS 

Equation Chapter  1 Section 1 

C.1 Closed-Form Transient Solution for Microcantilever Heating 

The simple PDE describing the cantilever of length L  with the doped silicon 

piezoresistor is,  

                          
2

2a b cQ
t x
θ θ θ∂ ∂

= + +
∂ ∂

&     (1)  

where, 
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h w
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Also, the ohmic heating term, ( )2
cQ I s θ=&  

( ) ( )
c in

c
c c ballast

V VI
R R Rθ θ

= =
+

     (3)  

Here ( ) ( ), , ambx t T x t Tθ = − . The boundary conditions associated with this model are: 

( )0, 0tθ = , ( ), 0x tθ =   and  ( ),
0

l t
x

θ∂
=

∂
   (4)  

 

The solution to (1) based on the mixed boundary conditions described is given by 

[1] is presented in this section. This formulation cannot account for the heated and non-

heated sections of the piezoresistive cantilever, though that can easily been implemented. 

The main limitations of this solution, when compared with the finite difference model 

that has been used in this work, are that the heat transfer coefficient in this solution has to 

be a constant and in the term for resistive heating (3), the time dependent value of value 

of the piezoresistor cannot be used. This implies that that if the cantilever temperature 

changes form its nominal value, this is not reflected in this solution. This may be 

acceptable in cases where resistance change is small but was not thought to be 
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appropriate for this particular work. Hence results presented in this work used a finite 

difference model described in Chapter 6. 

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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where, 
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0
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C.1.1 Sinusoidal input 

Let us assume a sinusoidal input of inV  is applied across the cantilever resistor. 

We can write, 

 
sine

0
sin( )

N

in DC i i
i

V V V tω
=

= + ∑     (8) 

 
Heat generation in the system is 
 

cQΦ = &      (9) 
   
For the cantilever system, ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 0g t g t f x= = =  (from the boundary conditions). 
Hence the solution  (5) simplifies to 
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Now let  
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Then, 
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Rewriting the terms, we get 
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Now integrating each of the summands separately, 
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APPENDIX D 

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT LAYOUT 

D.1 Electrical Circuit Layout of Measurement Box 

 
Figure D. 1 Circuit layout for measurement box in § 7.1.2  
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